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ABSTRACT 
Due to the rapid increase in the number of Web sites in Greater China, a 
competitive strength in Web site promotion strategy becomes a crucial factor to the 
success ofthe Web marketing ofacompany. Lti our study, we have identified three major 
considerations in the formulation of a Web site promotion strategy. 1) The business type 
and the product nature of a company determines how favorable for Memet search its 
Web site is. 2) The searching behavior of the consumers determines the best opportunity 
to reach the existing or potential consumers. 3) The Web site promotion objectives 
determine the scope ofreach and therefore affect the Web site promotion strategy. 
Our study provides a framework for Web site promotion strategy which includes 
the above considerations and the resources available on the internet. The survey 
conducted in this research reflected the current situation in Greater China. Memet 
marketing is still in its infancy in Greater China and the companies are still using very 
primitive web site promotion and measurement tools. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
The Internet is a global collection of computer networks linking both public 
and private systems. It was originally designed by U.S. military and is now comprised 
of a combination of computers from governmental, educational, military, and 
commercial sources. Li the past few years, the number of computers connected to the 
Memet has been growing at an unprecedented pace and the size is approximately 
doubled every year. Because of this rapid growth, it can be difficult to gather accurate 
market data but it is estimated that up to January 98，there are about 107 millions 
Litemet users with the following geographical distribution^ : 
Table 1.1 Number ofMemet users in the world  
World Total 107 million 
Africa 1 million 
AsiayTacific 14 million 
Europe 20 million 
Middle East 525,000 
Canada & USA 70 million 
South America 1.25 million 
According to Merit News^, there are about 20 million hosts and 1.3 million 
1 Source : Nua Bitemet Surveys 
2 Source : A.M.Rutkowski. toemet Trend.(http://NIC.MERIT.EDU.0 
k 
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domains as ofJanuary 1998. It is believed, by the year 2000，there will be more than 
150 million people using the Memet. Li fact, this assumption may be conservative, 
since there are already 150-200 million PC users w o r l d w i d e . � 
Marketing Opportunities 
This new medium has offered new opportunities for marketing. Comparing to 
traditional media, the Memet integrates all elements of audio and visual 
communications, and creates multi-media interactivity in a sophisticated computer-
networking environment. 
Marketing on the Litemet is not just about advertising and distributing 
messages. It's also about building customer relationships, building "cyber" brands, 
providing customer services, generating electronic sales ofgoods and services. 
Information about the demographics and purchasing patterns of the Litemet 
users indicates that the Internet is a viable option for branding, promoting, and selling 
products and services. The median Memet user age has been placed by various 
studies at between 30 and 34. A.C. Nielsen conducted a study in U.S. and found that 
about one in ten Memet users is under the age of 18. The study also showed that 64 
percent of users are college-educated, that the median income is about $60,000, with 
25 percent above $80,000，and that 50 percent hold professional or managerialjobs. 
Besides the opportunity of attracting huge numbers of middle class users, the 
Memet is also good at attracting highly desirable and segmentable audiences. Jn fact, 
3 Source: Mary Meeker, The Internet Advertising Report. 1997 
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Memet is great for niche marketing for reaching only those consumers that are likely 
to buy the advertiser's products or services 
Research Objective 
Although Memet usage continues to ramp, Internet-based marketing activities 
are in the early stage, especially for developing countries, such as China. Marketers 
are facing challenges in tackling the fast-growing market and new technologies. As 
suggested by David Mickler, ^AdCast Asia's Managing Director, there are three main 
hindrances to the development ofMemet marketing in the region. 
Hindrance one - Web traffic 
The first hindrance is that "[Memet usage in Asia] not being able to offer 
sufficient traffic volume to be an attractive media buy.”�Though Memet users 
continue to grow in Asia, factors such as government regulations will affect the rate of 
dissolution of this hindrance. 
Hindrance two - Web measurement 
David also suggested that "being unable to provide traffic and demographic 
data',5 will hinder Litemet marketing development. 
Site traffic measurement is required to evaluate the effectiveness of promotion 
^AdCast Asia handles advertising sales, ad deUvery, campaign measurement and ivnoicing for onHne 
publishers in the region 
^"Start-up offers outsourcing service to ‘Net advertisers", ComputerWorld, Oct 9，1997. Cyberworld 
p.2. 
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strategies. However, there is no clear industry measurement standard and it is difficult 
to estimate the traditional rating, share, reach and frequency due to technical issues in 
the computer networking environment. Therefore, it is very difficult to measure the 
effectiveness of web advertising and to formulate a cost-justified web promotion 
strategy. 
Hindrance three - Web advertising know-how 
The last hindrance is the lack of "specific knowledge necessary to advise 
advertiser on how to successfully reach their customer ofthe Litemet."^ 
While companies are rushing to establish homepages on the Memet, they need 
to acquire the know-how of attracting target visitors to their Web sites in this huge 
network . However, the companies still does not have enough knowledge on Web site 
promotion. 
In this project, we aim to study existing web promotion strategies and 
measurement schemes in order to come up with a comprehensive web promotion 
business model. 
Research Methodology 
The research methodology include : 
1. Literature review and research on the world-wide web (WWW). 
2. Survey on the web promotion strategy of the companies in Greater China. 
Literature review and WWW search 
Since Litemet marketing was first introduced in 1995, different surveys have 
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been done studying the behavior ofcyberspace. Our literature review will focus on the 
following factors that will affect the formulation ofthe web site promotion strategy. 
1 • The environment for Internet development in Greater China. 
2. The characteristics of the Litemet as a marketing medium, and the resources 
available on the Memet. 
3. The characteristics of on-line companies, their products, and their on-line 
business models. 
4. The profile of the Litemet users and their searching behavior on different on-
line products. 
Basing on the above information, we will analyze and evaluate the Web site 
promotion methodologies and design a web site promotion model for different 
companies, products and target audience. 
Survey on Web Promotion Strategy in Greater China 
The objective of the research is to study how the on-line companies in the 
Greater China region choose or design their web promotion strategies and how they 
measure the effectiveness of these strategies. Questionnaire will be designed to draw 
information from these companies which will heip us to verify our Web site 
promotion model. The area ofinterest are : 
1. How the companies' business types, products, and their target audience affect 
the companies' choices ofweb site promotion strategy. 
2. How the companies measure the results of web site promotion strategy. 
3. How they think about the effectiveness of their web site promotion strategy. 
The targets of the research will be those on-line companies in the Greater 
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China region. Sample companies from different web sites and products categories will 
be included because it is expected that they would have adopted different web 
promotion strategies. Questionnaires will be sent to the web master of these 
companies. Statistical analysis will be performed to investigate the web site 
promotion trend in Greater China. 
Research Limitation 
Some limitation of the research should be taken into considerations when 
performing the above research in order to get a representing research result. 
First of all, the stage of maturity of Litemet marketing in the region may also 
affect our analysis. As Memet marketing is still new to the companies in Greater 
China, the on-line companies may not have mature or well-defined web site 
promotion strategy. This may result in a less fruitful research result. Ifthe worst come 
to worst, the research may act as an wake-up call to those on-line companies who 
have not realized the importance of a web promotion strategy. 
The other limitation is the small sample size. When we focus our research in 
the Greater China region, we may face the difficulties of sampling. As the number of 
on-line companies in this region may be limited, the research result may not be 
representative. We would take the sample size factor into consideration when we 
perform the statistical analysis. 
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CHAPTER2 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS ON WEB PROMOTION STRATEGY 
Although Memet growth in Asia is one of the fastest in 1997, statistics show 
that the percentage of Litemet users to population is far less than that in U.S. 
Currently, there are 14 millions users in Asia/Pacific region whereas there are 62 
millions users in U. S. 
Table 2.1. Number ofLitemet users in Greater China Region  
COUNTRY DATE NUMBER % TOT POP. SOURCE 
Asia Total Early 1997 5 - 10 0 ^ Paul Budde 
million Communications 
China January 1998 500,000 ^ Utusan Online 
Hong Kong August 1997 500,000 T m SurveyResearch 
Hong Kong Ltd. 
Taiwan August 1997 1.26 million~~005 Memet Mormation 
& Litelligence 
Table 2.2 Number ofLitemet users in U.S. & Canada  
COUNTRY DATE NUMBER~~ % TOT POP. SOURCE 
U.S. February 1998 62 million 3 ^ Melliqest 
Canada September 1997 8 million TTl AC Nielsen 
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Christopher Keefe, managing director of Poppe Tyson Interactive in Hong 
Kong, and one ofthe founding members of ImaginAsia^ commented that the on-line 
industry here is "a full year to 18 months behind the U.S. in terms of acceptance and 
the extent to which businesses, consumers and content publishers understand its 
potential.，，7 
Recently, during and after the economic crisis in Asia, the Memet Service 
Providers (ISPs) in the region are struggling to survive in the market with the falling 
currency values and shaky financial market. 'ISP is a business model and we think 
that model is very, very threatened and will not survive.' - Lee Gilbert, Nanyang 
Technological University in Singapore. Panelist predicted that providing access to the 
Memet would become just one part in a full list of services, such as systems 
integration, content provision, electronic commerce etc., that companies will offer. As 
a matter of fact, the growth ofMemet traffic and Memet marketing in the region will 
have to wait for the consolidation ofthese ISPs and other Litemet 'services' providers. 
Hong Kong 
Hong Kong should be the warm seed-bed for the growth ofMemet marketing. 
Firstly, Hong Kong is the most-dense country in Greater China in terms of the rate of 
Online users to total population. The growth is expected to remain above 50 percent in 
6 Memet Marketing and Advertising Group in Asia is a new forum established to promote the Intemet 
as advertising medium, is intended to emulate U.S. industry body the Intemet Advertising Bureau 
(LAB), which has been setting standeards there for the past two years. The intiatives ofthe BnaginAsia 
is to concentrate on setting standards for onUne advertising components such as banner sizes and "hit" 
measurements so as to provide scientific data on the audience reached by The Media. 
7"Fomm to set ‘Net advertising standards" ComputerWorld, oct 9,1997. Cyberworld p.2 
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1998. Besides, Hong Kong SAR do not have Internet censorship to control citizen's 
access to Intemet information and it is believed that the situation is unlikely to change 
in the short term despite the retum ofthe territory to China. The promising growth of 
Web traffic volume will encourage the growth and acceptance of Litemet marketing. 
However, David Mickler^ estimates that only around 30 companies in Hong Kong pay 
to advertise on the Litemet, compared with thousands in the U.S. 
Memet marketing needs better Memet services such as network reliability 
and higher bandwidth. 
Better Intemet services and network reliability relies on new technology 
developments and the costs of upgrading equipment require economies of scale in 
order to be profitable. As a result of keen competition and the threat of the currency 
crisis affecting Hong Kong, it is expected that there will be a major shakeout of 
smaller ISPs in Hong Kong in 1998 and the coming years. The new technology 
developments will then have to be gradually carried out in a slower pace together with 
the progression of ISPs consolidation. 
China 
China, on the contrary of Hong Kong, is the least dense country in terms of 
rate of Memet users to total populations. Yet, market analysts see China as high 
potential market for Memet development and revenue generations. 
China's government has employed Litemet censorship to control access to web 
8 AdCast Asia's Managing Director. 
i 
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sites containing material relating to Taiwanese and Tibetan independence and the web 
sites hosted by overseas Chinese dissidents. The recent Internet regulations formally 
approved by the State Council on December 11, 1997 identify specific Internet-related 
activities that China intends to cahn down on, include pornography, the leaking of 
State secrets, advocating racial hatred among China's minorities, and political 
subversion^ However, the market player do not think this regulation will have any 
major impact to Internet users at all. Senior analysts Jared Peterson of Litemational 
Data Corp. (E)C) China, observed that the level of censorship is no different from that 
• 10 affecting other media in China . 
Besides, recent China's, government movement indicates a promising 
information technology (IT) future in China. In November 1997, The Chinese 
Government has decided to sign the Liformation Technology Agreement (ITA) which 
will eliminate tariffs on IT products including computers, semiconductors and 
telecommunications equipment. The New Century Group has forecasted that PC sales 
will continue to grow at a phenomenal rate in China^\ Looking back to history in 
other countries, it is reasonable to expect that Internet growth will follow the growth 
ofPC sales. 
Although China is still decades behind other advanced countries in IT, it has 
the advantage of not having a lot of legacy IT systems to deal with, and Chinese 
companies are able to adopt new technology more quickly. Chinese companies ‘have 
9"China moves to keep ‘Net users in line" ComputerWorld, January 8, 1998. p.l 
io"htemet censorship: A global investigation" ComputerWorld, November 13，1997. Cyberspace p.l 
i“，China agrees to join ITA, eliminate IT tariffs" ComputerWorld, November 6，1997. p.l 
i 
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a great advantage over the United States because it's very difficult to take a big 
corporation that ab:eady exists and change its culture so that it can use the culture and 
mechanisms of a cybercorp”，said James Martin, author of "Cybercorp: the new 
business revolution"^^. Such Litemet concept in Chinese companies will increase the 
usage ofMemet in China and help the growth in acceptance ofLitemet marketing in 
the territory. 
Still, the downside forces such as the large population size, the education level 
of the population, the IT and network infrastructure, and language barrier require 
tackling before Litemet usage and marketing can prosper in China. 
Taiwan 
The strength in Taiwan for Memet proliferation is the absence of Litemet 
censorship. Besides, partial deregulation of the telecommunications industry will 
improve the infrastructure favoring the development of Memet services. Together 
with its relatively stable economy, Litemet usage is expected to continue to increase in 
coming few years. However, due to the lack of censorship and government 
intervention, the development of the Memet in Taiwan has actually grown to a 
chaotic situation. 
The above information suggests that the development of Litemet Marketing will 
prosper in Greater China due to the development of information technology and the 
rapid increase in the number of internet user in the region. However, the growth will 
i2"Bringing the cybercorp message to China" ComputerWorld, November 13，1997. p.l4. 
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be hold back in coming few years because of the economic crisis. Besides, the 
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CHAPTER3 
INTERNET AS A MARKETING MEDIUM 
bi order to formulate a web promotion strategy, we need to understand the 
media itself - the Memet. In this chapter, we will discuss the strengths and 
weaknesses ofthe Memet as a marketing media, and the resources available on the 
cyberspace for marketing. 
SWOT analysis on the Internet as a marketing^ media 
The diagram below sununarizes the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats of using Internet as a marketing media. 
Table 3.1 SWOT analysis on Memet as a marketing media  
Strength “ Weakness 
Global Time constraints, 
interactive Constraints from telecom infrastructure 
Cost effective communication Constraints from technology, 
Security 
Identification and verification  
Opportunities ~~ Threats 
Wider reach of customer Channel conflict 
Finer target - niche market Memational pricing, regulations and culture 
Customer information Mellectual property 
Customer services Low barrier to entry 
Brand building 
Do-it yourself J  
The most important nature of the Internet is its global reach and its provision 
of interactivity. Its global nature makes the world smaller and the communication 
among parties from different geographical location easier. Its interactivity gives value 
to the users when they feel they are actively pulling instead ofbeing passively pushed 
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at. There is more enjoyment in information acquisition through a slow, thoughtful 
revealing than with a sudden exposure. Besides, through the cost effective 
communication on the Litemet, timely information can be provided to the users. 
Memet has its own weaknesses. Firstly, it cannot be exempted from the time 
constraints where only limited ‘air，time will be exposed to the user. Besides, its 
global reach is limited to the development of the telecommunication infrastructure of 
each location. Technology development presents another constraint on the 
development and acceptance ofthe new media. Data security, though had once been a 
great concem, subsides due to the new development of networking technique in 
setting up firewall to prevent corporate information from leaking to the outsiders 
through the Memet channel. But still, if there is an intruder to a private network, it 
would be difficult for the owner to spot and identify the intruder, or to verify i fhe is 
authorized to access the network. The other side of the problem is we cannot 
effectively identify the visitors to our web site without building in more sophisticated 
mechanism such as registration. 
With the strengths and weaknesses of the media stated above, we can identify 
the opportunities and threats of using the Memet for marketing. Its global nature 
provides opportunities on market expansion, in which market is not confined to 
geographical limits. However, threats from being global cannot be neglected. For 
example, it creates the possibility of channel conflict that extra effort is needed to 
work with your current distribution chain. Moreover, it complicates the strategy in 
pricing, law and cultural settings ofthe company as people from different economies, 
regulations and cultures may view one same web page of one particular company. In 
addition, since it is easy for a web site to link to the other, it's easy for one to forget 
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the copyright of the other's creative idea. Since the law usually emerges slower that 
the fast development of technology, we need to deal with the problems we face with 
the laws we have. 
Opportunities arise together with the other strengths of the Memet media. The 
sharing ofinformation can be done through a timely, interactive and entertaining way 
that would make the delivery ofcustomer services and promotional information easier 
and more impressive. No matter the size ofthe company, a brand can be established 
through image building on the Memet. Since Memet allows the delivery ofpersonal 
messages, it is possible for a marketer to identify a target audience and direct the 
tailor-made messages to that particular group of people. It therefore is suitable for 
niche market communications too. Besides, if the web promotion strategy is well in 
place to attract the right target audience, information of the potential customers can be 
collected which will help in further marketing activities such as product design, 
distribution and communication, etc. What is more, Internet provides an opportunity 
for a company to do the mass marketing by itselfinstead ofthe compulsory option of 
agency services. 
However, the threat of low barrier to entry is forbidding. With the knowledge 
on the opportunities of Litemet marketing, many companies will start up its own 
strategy. As the barrier to entering Memet marketing is so low that the competition 
on the Memet is apt to be very keen. It will be a challenge to a company to out-do the 
enormous number of others in attracting its target audience to its web site. 
^ I 
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Marketing Resources on The Tnternet 
Web Site Promotion Methods and Tools 
The web promotion method and tools on the Memet includes search engines, 
the what's cooVnew listings, buying advertising spaces, web spider for keyword 
search, link exchange services, the USENET, mailing lists, E-mail, press release, and 
electronic malls. 
Search Engines 
Search engine is a software tool used to find Web sites on the Litemet. To use 
a search engine, a user types in a few keywords and the search engine then finds all 
sites that correlate with the keywords. 
A search engine fmds information for its database by accepting listings sent in 
by authors wanting exposure, or by getting the information from their "Web crawlers" 
or "spiders" programs that roam the Intemet storing links to and information about 
each page they visit. Web crawler programs are a subset of "software agents," 
programs with an unusual degree of autonomy which perform tasks for the user. 
Currently, there are more than ten major search engines available on the 
Memet, most of them have the same basic user interface but differ in how they 
perform the search and in the amount of the WWW accessed. 
To promote a Web site, one can register with most of search engines free of 
charge or the "Web crawlers" will automatically store the Web site information in 
their search engine's database. To effectively using search engines for web promotion, 




listed at a higher rank in a search. Keywords submitted to search engine should be 
carefully designed of which target audiences will be using for search. Similarly, to 
convince the "Web crawler" to list web pages at the top of a search and to convince 
the human reader that the pages are interesting and worth visiting, it is necessary to 
make the pages and keywords look attractive to both human and virtual beings. 
Though major search engines are top high traffic sites on the Net and attract a 
broad range of internet users, a search based on generic keywords in AltaVista using 
"marketing" results in over 730,000 matches; the keyword "public relations" results in 
over 275,000 matches; "employment" over 560,000. 
Clearly, one should design keywords are specific and will be used for a search 
by its target audiences. The costs of registration with search engines are low but the 
design of keywords and web pages to achieve high rank in a search and to attract 
飞 
target audiences is not an easy job. The ability to reach target audience is in a passive 
and matching ways by specifying keywords related to the types of information that the 
searchers look for. 
The searchers play active roles in the search, however, the commonly used 
searching keywords that the surfers can think of will easily result in numerous I i 
i I' 
matching. The flexibility in designing promotion is limited by keywords in the | 
matching environment. 
The submission and keyword design can be a one-off job and can last long. 
But if one want to improve the effectiveness of the promotion, monitoring of ranks 
and modifying keywords should be done. Statistical data available in real-time 
i 
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computer networking facilitating monitoring and there are some useful measuring 
tools^3 that will help to check web page ranks as well. 
Get recognized in what,s new listings / what's cool listings 
There are many places on the Litemet keep "What's New" and;^ or "What's 
Cool" listsi4. These lists are kept by software manufacture's such as Netscape, or by 
search engine companies, or by ahnost anyone who wants to create one. Application 
can be submitted to all those places to get on their lists. These lists change often, but 
are read by large numbers ofpeople. 
There are over 300 review sites where submission can be made. Some ofthem 
have special criteria for inclusion. For example, there are review sites that only look at 
scientific web sites. This allows marketers to focus on those review sites that will be 
ofinterest to their target audiences. 
Not all web reviewers create equal effect. A review or award from one 
reviewer may produce thunderous traffic, whereas another may not even produce a 
ripple on site access. Except for a few of famous sites, it can't really tell what will 
produce the most visitors. 
Again it is not an easyjob to get listed in the review sites and visitors can only 
13 "did-it. http://www.did-it.comA "Rank" : http://www.rankthis.com/ 
14 Some examples of websites that keep track ofreviewers : 
All-Intemet Shopping Directory: All-bi-One Cool Sites Page 
Awards Central 
Cool and Whafs New Sites 
Cool Central - We Rate Sites that Rate Sites 
The Spider's Web Hot List ofHot Lists 





be loosely defined by broad definitions of the review sites. Basically, the visitors are 
belonged to the type of wanderers and entertainment seekers. Promotion is one-offjob 
but it only last for a while as the review sites keep updating listing. The promotion 
content can be flexible as long as it will be interesting to reviewers and visitors. 
Buying Banner Ad 
Buy banner ads at various sites to display banners that consumers not only see 
the ad but also can make a quick trip to the advertiser's home page by clicking on the 
ad. Creating and placing banners at right Web sites can attract target audiences. 
A banner ad can basically be described as a piece of visual communication 
(either animated or still image, with no "set" size standards) that is placed within a 
web site. Its goal is to attract the netizen (or distract browsing netizens) long enough 
to compel a "click-through." The term click-through comes from the act ofclicking on 
a link, thereby taking the user "through" to another location (in the case of banner 
ads, to the advertiser's site). 
The banner ad is nothing but an invitation to visit the site, which is, after all, 
the real webvertisement. Each site is an ad in its own right. There is simply not 
enough time to tell an entire story in a banner. Netizens don't like banners and will not 
spend more than two seconds (if that) to look at one. 
Banner ads have creative communication been able to receive an "immediate" 
sense of success or failure. It can be judged by the click-through rating, which is a 
measure of the number of times a banner is clicked versus the number of times it 
appears to visitors. 
The industry-average cHck-through rating is somewhere between one and two 
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percent. For every 100 banners, one to two get clicked, on average. Advertisers have 
the chance to "test" the immediate user response to advertising, with the ability to 
change them on the fly if they do not receive positive click-through ratings. 
Rates 
There is no single formula for setting Online advertising rates. Rates are more 
importantly, a qualitative measure of results which are defined by the objective. The 
Web is used as both a direct response medium, with sales or lead generation or traffic 
as the objective, and as a branding medium, with image building, recognition, 
awareness, heightened reputation, etc., as the objective. Different rate models are 
appropriate in different cases. The currently available rate models are as follows : 
1. Cost per thousand: "Cost per thousand impressions" is by far the most used rate 
structure, and everyone can understand it. However, the user may tum off the 
graphics, or leave the page before the ad is on screen. Not every download of an 
ad graphic equals a pair ofeyeballs viewing it; On the other hand, "cached views" 
account for undercounting of pageviews by at least 15 percents, probably 30 
percents. Measurement issues will be further discussed in the next section. 
2. Clickthrough pricing: The ad rate charged only if the surfer responds to a 
displayed ad. This is growing in popularity, and the results-oriented pricing is 
extremely attractive to advertisers. Creative has a huge impact on CTR (click-
through ratio). The pricing shares risk from advertisers to web sites. 
3. Transactional pricing (cost per event, per inquiry, per sale): The rate charged to 
advertisers only if viewers respond leading to sale or inquiry. The information on 
sale/enquiry lead is required to charge the fee. 
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Commercial use ofthe Web is still so new that a certain amount of flexibility 
in establishing rates is both possible, and necessary. It is bound to see new approaches 
to Online advertising develop. Mormation of current rates is attached in Appendix 1 
for reference. 
Placing Ads 
Web advertising gives more options for ad placement than more traditional 
advertising forms. There is flexibility in selecting one or many sites to advertise on 
and in choosing to place ads by yourself or to use an advertising network or on-line 
agency. 
To find good advertising values, essential information on ad rates, banner ad 
size, submission specifications, contract issues and company background should be 
reviewed. The site should also contain information about traffic volume and 
demographics of their visitors so that one could determine if it is attractive to his 
target audience. 
The effectiveness ofthe banner ads will depend on the creativity in designing 
the ads to arouse audiences in clicking banners or could also make an impact, without 
clicking through, sometimes staying on the subconscious readers mind. 
Obviously, it is important to identify right network to place the banner with 
appropriate links so that it is exposed to the targeted audience to maximize efficiency. 
The effectiveness could be tested before the actual advertisement campaign is 
launched. 
Many sites now publish ad rates and related information on hundreds of other 
sites. For example, Webtrack offers rates and demographic information for over 800 
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categorized sites of all sizes, while SI Software is a resource site that offers a list of 
over 400 links to sites that publish ad rates, advice, and other information. 
Meractive Publishing Alert's Online Advertising Lidex is a database which 
allows searching for Web and other Online sites that accept advertising by category, 
location, advertising rate, current sponsors, and traffic statistics. WPRC, a media 
broker, can help to find appropriate and cost-effective places to advertise. 
Buying Kevwords for Search Tools 
Keyword advertising is one approach to purchasing ad banner space on the 
search engines for reaching target audience. When certain keywords are used by 
searchers, ad banners appear. This allows the advertisers' banner ads to be presented 
to their target audience by sponsoring keywords that they believe their target audience 
will use for a search. 
A sponsor for the most popular search engine on the Web should significantly 
increase in traffic to one's Web site. However, sponsor a page in high traffic site like 
Yahoo, which receives over 1 million visitors daily, will cost US$30,000+^^ a month 
and US$10,000+ a month for a page at Netscape or MbSeek. 
Obviously, the cost of sponsoring is related to the traffic volume of the search 
engines and the effectiveness in reaching target audience depends on keywords and 
banner ads design. This is not similar to banner ads in selected sites which could be 
possibly segmented according to the profile of the visitors. Search engines attract 
wide range of surfers and the target audience can be reached by keyword matching 
15 Click Z. January 13，1998 Volume 9，Number 10 http://www.clickz.com/archives/011398.html 
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process. 
One may suggest that keyword buying will be effective as commonly used 
keywords are limited. One of the keyword could result in large numbers of visitors. 
However, it will only be effective if target audience clicking the banner when it 
appears. Some argue that it will be too soon for searchers to click on banners as they 
are still searching for matching results in the directories. The costs are necessarily to 
be justified by the traffic it can create. 
TJnkexchange 
To get sites to create a link to one's site will increase the presence on the Net 
and hence the chance to reach target audiences. Usually, a site will ask for a 
reciprocal link in the requesting site as well. Nevertheless, a good network in the 
Cyberspace will benefit members within the network. 
One company with distinction in reciprocal links is BigCharts^^ 
(www.bigcharts.com), which provides extensive charting for over 27,000 stocks, 
mutual funds and indexes. The company has been able to arrange reciprocal links with 
such heavy traffic hubs as Schwab, Hoovers, DoubleClick, Zacks Investment 
Research, Datek Securities, Quick & Reilly and Momingstar. 
According to Phil Hotchkiss, who is the CEO and founder ofBigCharts, "you 
must be extremely persistent, and demonstrate that you are reliable and can handle 
lots oftraffic. These factors are very important for major link partners and you should 
link to those sites that offer synergy rather than establishing links for the sake of 
16 Source : "The Link to More Traffic", Tom Taulli, (http://www.taullireport.com) 
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linking" 
The Edgar-Online site (www.edgar-online) is another example of a site which 
has successfully pursued link arrangements. This site has become the premier source 
of Online filings for the Securities and Exchange Commission. Edgar-Online has 
reciprocal links with such sites as Yahoo!, Pointcast, MSNBC, USA Today, 
Quote.com, and CNET SNAP!. Jay Sears, the VP of Marketing & Business 
Development, says that it is very effective to have a subset of data you can provide to 
other sites for free. "The data should, first, be valuable content to the partner site and 
second, entice consumers to 'click-over' to your main site." He says that time is ofthe 
essence. You want to get a link before your competitors do. If not, it becomes very 
difficult to get a reciprocal link. 
The effectiveness of link exchange will obviously depend on the ability of 
identifying and establishing right partner sites such that the link should benefit each 
other in attracting target audiences. The ability in attracting partners to establish the 
reciprocal links will also depend on the popularity and content ofthe site itself. 
Timing seems to be another factor as it is difficult to establish a link if 
competitors are akeady in. But as the Net is growing bigger, there are lots of niches 
that one can explore for establishing its network and obviously that will require 
substantial effort and negotiation. On the other hand, once established, the network 
could be durable as long as reciprocal sites are willing to keep the links. 
There are many banner ad reciprocal exchange resources on the Net, such as 
the Link Exchange, that rotate banner ads among a thousand sites for free in 
exchange for hosting another site's free banner ad on the site. Real-time traffic 
statistics will be provided, which will show quickly whether the ads are effective. 
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However, the number of impressions one will receive on other sites under this 
arrangement is entirely dependent on the level of traffic on the site. If the site have a 
high-traffic visitors, it will be rewarded with a high level of ad placements on the 
other participating sites. If a site is new, it's unlikely that it will get enough 
s 
impressions to make this a true advertising alternative. 
USENET 
Usenet is the name given to the technology used for interactive discussion 
groups, also called News Groups. People participate in News Groups by reading 
“postings，，and adding their own. News Groups come in two flavors : refereed and 
unrefereed. The former have something in common with scientific journals in that 
somebody takes responsibility for screening the postings that go into them. The latter 
can be related to any topics. The newsgroups are arranged in hierarchical fashions 
such as computers (comp), science (sci), recreation (rec), business (biz), and hundreds 
ofsubject grouped under miscellaneous (misc) and alternative (alt) categories 
Currently, there are a collection of more than 17,000 discussion groups in 
Cyberspace. The average size of a discussion list is about 5,000 members^^. Some are 
much larger, some are much smaller. 
Advertisers can use it as a source of unobtrusive research, getting the latest 
opinions on their products and services. One can participant in news/discussion 
groups of target customers and tailor messages to particular groups. Monitor 
” Source : "The Correct Approach to Mailing List Participation", Click Z. December 26, 1997 Volume 
8 
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newsgroups for questions relating to the subject matter of his Web site, and then 
answer those questions concisely and politely. Giving good advice as a newsgroup 
participant establishes an expert image and creates goodwill. But it should be noted 
that posting should only be made to the ones that are appropriate. It will damage a 
firm's image by posting in irrelevant newsgroups. 
The classified structure ofUSENET can facilitate advertisers to identify their 
target audiences and each discussion group presents a narrowly defined audiences. 
The flexibility in promoting web site is however limited by the content of the 
discussion. The response and results of the participant may not be instant and it will 
take time to observe, get familiar with the style and personality of the group and to 
present right messages at right time. 
Mailing Lists 
People who wish to discuss specific topics through the Litemet can join 
electronic mailing. There are thousands of mailing lists available on a variety of 
topics. By sending a message to the list's E-mail address, the message is then re-sent 
to everybody on the mailing list. 
There are services that collect and sell LISTs, and advertisers can identify their 
target audience by variety of topic available. However, it should be cautious that it is 
currently considered in bad taste to openly sell products via LISTs, particularly when 
there is no apparent connection between the mailing list's theme and the advertised 
product, which is similar to "spam" to be discussed in the following section. 
Promotion via E-mail 
E-mail is an Internet function that allows users to communicate much as they 
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do using standard mail. Marketers have used this function of the Intemet to 
communicate their messages. 
One can promote his products by sending e-mail to existing and potential 
customers. It is not difficult to reach thousands, even millions, of people. There are 
several firms offering bulk email services. Some charges US$1200 for 2 million 
addresses and there are more and more firms offering buUc email services. 
However, it should be careful not to send junk mail (spam), which will create 
resentment from audience and damage a company's image. Spam hurt its recipients as 
the junk mails will occupy memory space in the recipients' e-mail account and 
sometimes will overload the account that no more messages can be received. It's also 
very irritating that the recipients have to waste their time to scan through those spam. 
In addition, the spam in fact may not be an effective means for promotion. As 
the successful rate is so low that if the recipients reply not because of they are 
interested but just want to express the hate or complaint. A lot of resources are 
required in examining the retum e-mail in order to sort out just one potential 
customer. 
It will also have the risk of legal action against senders or service providers 
can take the sender's site and email down, without consent, if they receive complaints. 
This means that the marketer would lose access to his web site, email accounts and 
loss business opportunities. 
To effectively use e-mail for promoting web sites, one should carefully select 
intemet users who are potentially interested in visiting the web sites rather than 
sending “spam，，randomly. Flexibility in designing e-mail promotion is high, one can 
develop tailor-made messages to a niche of intemet users. 
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E-mail is in fact an effective tools in serving existing customers when mailing 
databases can be established. Updated company or product news can be regularly 
communicated to customers effectively. 
There are also direct marketing resources available. They have developed 
targeted e-mail lists with people who have agreed to receive commercial e-mail 
messages. Some companies which offer such services are listed at 
http://www.wilsomveb.comAvebmarketylists.htm. 
Electronic Malls 
Businesses in physical shopping malls benefit from the traffic flow of 
multitudes window shopping. The same can be true on-line. These malls are sites set 
up that house many different businesses in one location enabling the user a one stop 
shopping site. 
A single operator gathers numerous businesses on one site, often hosting them 
on its servers. Tenants benefit from mall-wide promotions and increased traffic; the 
operator takes a cut ofthe revenues and/or a location fee. Online malls generally fall 
into two categories: horizontal, in which a variety of business types are represented, 
and vertical, in which many players from a single industry share the site. Some malls 
only include businesses who subscribe to a particular Memet Service Provider (ISP) 
or pay a fee or percentage of their gross revenues. Others take any business that fits 
their particular criteria. 
Dave Taylor, for example, developed The Litemet Mall (http;//www.intemet-
mall.comy% a collection of upwards of 30,000+ businesses that meet under one roof. 
Some communities have sites set up by local colleges, businesses, or the chamber of 
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commerce which link all sites within the community. 
The visitors are usually be the types of wanderers or directed buyers who are 
attracted by one stop shopping convenience. The visitor segmentation is basically 
defined by the types of the malls. Creativity in designing the posting in the mall is 
important in attracting visitors among numerous shops. 
Press Release 
One can promote his web site by sending press releases or stories to 
newspapers and in the cyber world by e-mailing press releases to magazines that can 
be identified e.g. under the Yahoo magazine directory. 
It is necessary to prepare press release that is appealing and attractive to order 
to be posted and to effectively attract target audiences. It is important to find 
newsworthy events (such as the launching of free service), send news releases to 
prints and Web periodicals in relevant industry, and focus on those which will have 
visitors of target audiences. 
Web news release services are available, such as http://www.urlwire.com 
Traditional Ad. 
There are many different types of traditional advertising avenues that one may 
pursue. Even if for purely virtual sites and all activities reside on the Litemet, 
traditional promotion will still be a good options for reaching target audiences. 
Depending on promotion objectives of reach, geographic scope and target 
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audience, one can pursue in different media mix^^ used in real world advertising. 
Additionally one can publicize web site by putting it on ads in all company 
related materials e.g. letterhead, business cards, invoices, and any other form of 
communication used regularly to keep in touch with customers. One can also have 
URL address listed in yellow pages and phone books. 
Weh Site Design 
Last but not the least, a good web site design can help in attracting surfers to 
visit the site and to create “word of mouth" which is another effective way of 
promotion. 
Free services or contests can be considered in a web site as internet surfers, 
e.g. bargain hunter like getting something free. Free services or drawing can be used 
as highlights in promotion campaigns. 
One can capture visitor e-mail addresses and request permission to send 
updates by creating a response form on his web site, which includes a checkbox where 
the visitor can give permission to e-mail updates about products or services. Now the 
e-mails to visitors are not "spam". 
Weh promotion Methodology in The Future 
Since the greater China region is still in its infancy in Memet marketing 
development, market analysis on existing or future web ad strategy in more advanced 
18 Media mix is the blend of different media that will be used to effectively reach the target audience. 
There is basically two options ofmedia mix: 1) concentrated mix which foucses all the media 
placement dollars in one medium; 2) assorted mix which employs multiple media alternatives to reach 
target audiences. 
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countries such as U.S. would help the ‘local，companies in planning the long term 
strategy. 
According to a recent report by U.S. market research firm Jupiter 
Communications，by 2001, advertisers will on average spend a quarter of their 
budgets to more innovative advertising vehicles such as co-branded content and 
interstitialsi9. The remaining halfwill still go to banners, which currently represent 80 
percent of Online ad spending. 
Co-branded content is the partnering of advertisers and the content providers, 
mainly in the form of sponsorships. The content would provide the eyeballs, in front 
of which advertisers could play more entertaining ads. This is like magazine ads 
where advertisers nested their ad content on publishers' sites. It is superior to 
magazine ads in the sense that the ad content can be tailored to each Web site's 
audience. Jupiter concluded that nested ad content will ultimately be more successful 
at generating leads and sales, including impulse buys. 
Interstitials or intermercials are interactive ads that pop up in between pages 
on the hottest sites. The advantage of this type of ad is giving the companies more 
marketing time per impression. However, this kind of ads add to the waiting time of 
the Memet users. The users may resist these model, especially at first, and advertisers 
may bear the brunt of their displeasure. Yet, television networks have tread the line 
between entertainment and ads for years, giving the Web industry hope that it can do 
the same. 
19 "Jupiter Study Says 'Mermercials', Sponsorships WiU Push Struggling Mustry Beyond Banners" 
(http://www.jup .comyjupiter/release/9706^anners. shtml) 
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Other alternatives of ad placement may also evolve. E-mail client company 
CommTouch Lic. has found very high click-through rates for banners placed in the E-
mail browser. So far, the numbers show that Email-advertisers have averaged 6 
• 20 percent click-through rates, compared to one percent for the Web in general . 
• 
20 "Web surfres cruising by boring banner ads" Robert Lemos. June 11, 1997. ZDnet 
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Measurement 
One ofthe best ways to improve Web site promotion is to analyze the existing 
traffic, to understand who is coming and why, where in Web sites are more popular 
and attractive. Continuous monitoring web traffic is necessary to verify the 
effectiveness ofdifferent promotion strategies and to reallocate resources on different 
promotion tools in order to achieve the most cost-effective promotion mix. 
Review ofTraditional Measurement^ 
The principal element that drives advertising in all media is ratings. Each 
medium, e.g. print, TV, radio, or the Memet, may use a different unit to judge 
viewership, but the concept remains the same: broadcasters sell time or space that is 
used for the dissemination of advertising messages. Ratings are a measure of the 
number of people exposed to that message. 
For traditional media (TV, radio, and print), ratings are defmed as the 
percentage of a given population group consuming a medium at a particular moment. 
Ratings in this sense are generally used for broadcast media, but the concept is 
relevant for any medium. Ratings simply point to the percentage of a group that has 
the opportunity to be exposed to the advertising. 
Although the cost of advertising time or space has a high correlation with 
rating, the relationship between the two is not necessarily linear. Other important 
influences on price are the size of the rating across specific demographic groups, the 
21 Source : The Ditemet Advertising Report, Mary Meeker. 1997. 
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program's share of audience, the cost to produce the medium, the cost paid by the 
supplier to secure the rights to broadcast its content, and the "invisible hand" 一 the 
greater the demand, the greater the price. 
Tuming to non-broadcast media, while "ratings" imply the same concept, 
slightly different measures (and subsequent terminology) may be used. Newspapers 
are measured in terms of penetration — the circulation divided by the population base. 
Magazines are measured in terms of coverage. Coverage is the percentage of a 
population group exposed to a medium, generally described within defmed 
demographic or purchasing groups (i.e., the number of readers divided by population 
base). Outdoor or "out-of-home" media are also measured in terms of circulation, 
which in this context is defined as the number (not percentage) of people who pass by 
a given poster or billboard. Gross ratings points (GRPs) are the sum of all ratings 
delivered by a given list of media vehicles. They are the absolute value of the sum, 
regardless of duplication of audience. Lnpressions are also the sum of all advertising 
exposures, but differ from GRPs in that GRPs are expressed as percentages and 
impressions are expressed in terms of numbers of individuals. CPM, then, is defined 
as the cost associated with the delivery of 1,000 impressions. 
Measurement Problems on the Net 
Currently there are no clear industry measurement standards monitored by 
third parties as in conventional media. Technical aspect of computer networking 
creates measurement problem in the Cyberspace : When a computer is connected to 
the Litemet, it has a unique JP address, such as 100.13.123.1 When a link to a Web 
site is clicked on, a computer give the Web site its unique EP address so the Web site 
“ i 
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knows the address ofthe requester. Thus the only information the Web site receives is 
an EP address, along with the material the user is requesting. Note that an EP address is 
not the same thing as an E-mail address and is not usually corresponding to just one 
person. Many systems dynamically assign JP addresses to computers connected to the 
.» 
Memet. Jn addition, it does not know who is actually using the computer. A Web site 
can track how many machines accessed the site, but this does not correspond to how 
many people actually visited the Web site. Thus it is difficult to know exactly who is 
visiting a site, and ifthe visitors are revisiting. 
Current Terminology 
Currently, there are some concepts such as hits, pages，visits and click-
throughs, are evolving for the use in Web audience measurement. However, there are 
still confusion over the definitions for the terms and standard measurement methods 
will be required in order to provide consistent comparisons. 
A hit is simply any request by a browser for data from a Web page or file. The 
number of hits in a particular period is often cited in attempts to compare the 
popularity or traffic ofone site with another. It however provides aknost no indication 
of actual Web traffic. When a user requests a page with four graphical images, it 
counts as five hits. Thus by inflating the number of images, a site can quickly pull up 
its hit count. Thus, depending on the browser, the page size, and other factors, the 
number ofhits per page can vary widely. 
Pages are defined as the pages sent to the requesting site. However, if a 
download page occupies several screens, there is no indication that the requester 
examined the entire page. 
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Visits are the number of occasions on which a user X looked up Y site during 
Z time. There is also technical issues concerning when one visit ends and a new one 
begins. As Latemet technology does not maintain a continuous "connection" to a site, 
there is no way to know when a user has ended a visit after the initial packets 
requested are sent. Thus, if such a user makes no request for data from the site during 
a predetermined period of time, the user's next hit would constitute a new visit. This 
length oftime is known as the “time-out，，period. Depending on how the publisher, or 
an auditor, chooses to define this time-out period, the number of visits recorded can 
vary significantly. 
The above terminology which are based upon one-to-many communication 
model similar to traditional media, and indicate that a visitor has been exposed to (i.e. 
has had the opportunity to view) a web site, a web page, or an advertisement. 
Meractivity metrics are being introduced which are based upon many-to-many 
communication model underlying the Web, and indicate the extent to which the 
visitor actively engages with the Web content or advertisement. 
Meractivity metric could be based upon 1) click-throughs which measures the 
number oftimes a visitor actually clicked on a banner ad, 2) duration time of a visitor 
spent viewing the ad, 3) the depth or number ofpages of the target ad accessed, or the 
number ofrepeat visits to the target ad. 
As most would agree that hits are meaningless as comparative measures of 
visitor behavior on the Web, Web sites now tend to report visits. But, what exactly 
does a "visit" mean? Can Web publishers provide even the most basic descriptive 
statistics about their sites, including how many unique visitors are coming, how often 
users visit, where they tend to come from, how long they stay, the average number of 
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pages per visit, the four or five most popular navigation patterns through the site, the 
most popular pages, the least popular pages, and so on? 
Clear, standardized terminology and measurement procedures are needed to 1) 
define visits to Web sites, 2) describe consumer behavior during a visit, and 3) relate 
visits to interactivity and outcomes. Such standards are essential to provide 
mechanisms for tracking usage as well as measuring investment opportunities and 
business success. 
Standards are On the Wav^ 
A number ofstandards bodies have evolved to attempt to bring some order and 
definition to the Memet advertising industry. Foremost is CASIE (the Coalition for 
Advertising Supported Liformation & Entertainment), a joint project of the 
Association of National Advertisers (A.N.A.) and the American Association of 
Advertising Agencies (A.A.A.A.), which, with the support of the Advertising 
Research Foun-dation, has drafled a document on the "Guiding Principles of 
Interactive Media Audience Measurement." The document focuses on supplying 
guidelines for providing quality audience measurement of interactive media, including 
the Intemet and interactive television. It discusses the importance of, and makes 
recommendations on, third-party measurement / auditing, full-disclosure methods and 
data, comparability of vehicles within total medium measurement, non-intrusiveness, 
22 Source : "New Metrics for New Media: Toward the Development ofWeb Measurement Standards." 
Thomas P. Novak and Donna L. Hoffman. 1996. 
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and best practices based upon industry consensus. Li addition, it offers guidelines for 
which metrics should be used in advertising sales and delivery, and how they should 
be defined. 
In each traditional medium, generally one or two companies end up as the 
default audit or measurement bodies. Nielsen does ratings measurement for TV, 
Arbitron for radio and BPA are the major auditors of publication readership and 
circulation data. 
To fill the demand for measurement and audit on the Litemet, a handful of 
companies (most notably VFRO and Net-Count for third-party measurement and the 
Audit Bureau of Circulation's subsidiary, the Audit Bureau of Verification Services, 
BPA Memational, and L^RO for third-party audit) are vying to become the Nielsen-
equivalent for Litemet advertising/usage information. 
Definitions of terminology complied from the major five sources, ffRO， 
CASIE, Traffic Resource, Literse and NetCount are summarized in Appendix 2. 
Available Tools and Resources 
ki spite of the problems facing measurement in the Cyberspace, Memet 
certainly provides measurability associated with digital computers. The promise of 
Memet advertising is increased feedback to advertisers through the use of greater 
levels ofinteractivity, targeting, and precise measurement of user behavior. 
On the Web, research can be done in real-time, and creative can be changed 
mid-campaign, whereas in print advertising, the concept-to-finish effort takes weeks 
or months. 
The Web measurement process involves counting and summarizing the visitor 
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transactions on a Web site. 
Measurement and analysis products tell managers who is accessing their site, 
when, and what is being accessed. Different products perform these tasks at different 
levels ofspecificity and with different degrees of accuracy. 
Measurement softwares are available to provide information on hits, pages, 
visits and users as well as to track audience traffic within a site, enabling a site to 
determine which pages are popular and expand on them. It is also possible to track the 
behavior of people as they go through the site thus providing information on what 
people find appealing and unappealing. An example software is MaxLifo's Web C, 
which allows advertisers to track what information is viewed, when it is viewed, how 
often it is viewed, and where users go within site. Cookies is another useful tools to 
keep track of the surfing of a visitor. 
There are plenty of companies offering measurement services such as LTRO, 
NetCount and Interse. Statistical data from ISP is another useful source. (A sample of 
statistical package can be found in Appendix 3). 
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CHAPTER4 
ANALYSIS ON FACTORS AFFECTING WEB SITE PROMOTION 
We will consider four basic factors that will affect the Web site promotion 
strategy. They are the company profile, the product profile, the consumer profile, the 
Web site promotion objective and the strengths and weaknesses of different Web site 
promotion tools. 
Company Profile 
The company profile is mainly concerned with the types of Online business 
and their revenue generators on the Memet. The resources of the company available 
will also affect the web site promotion strategy. 
Types of On-line Business 
Type of business on the Net has been evolving. The business opportunity on 
the Web is very different than it is for other media. Through the Memet, users can 
receive very specialized information, offered in an intriguing way, with new and rich 
interactive information. 
Memet sites can be basically categorised into two types: 
1) Primary sites which the site itselfis the product or service. Primary sites are wholly 
virtual, meaning that the entire transaction takes place on the Memet. They can be 
Content Sites, which attract browsers with data or entertainment or Network 
Utilities Sites, which perform Memet tasks. 
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2) Secondary sites which purpose is to market some other products or services. 
Secondary sites make contact with the external, real, non-Litemet world in some 
ways. They can be Promotional Sites, which communicate about a product or 
service or Selling Sites, which directly sell to the consumer: 
Cnntent/Utilities Sites 
The main revenue generators of these sites are subscription fee, advertising fee 
and branding building opportunities. 
Subscription Fee 
The aim is to provide rich content or perform Litemet tasks so consumers are 
willing to pay for access. Though consumers expect lots of free information on the 
Net, they are willing to pay for the useful information as the amount offree garbage 
on the Web goes up. 
More and more Web sites combine both free and paid content and services. 
23 
For example, US brokerage firm Thomson Investor Network (TDSQ offer free 
services in which investors can track the stock prices of up to 50 companies in real 
time. For $9.95 a month, investors get in-depth company research, screening reports, 
analyses of insider trading, and E-mail alerts of news likely to impact stock 
performance. 
After introduction of free real-time stock quotes, visits to Web site were up 30-
fold commented by President of TESL On the other hand, there is little guarantee that 
23 Source : Fortune. December 29, 1997. P140. 
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TJN will tum a profit as the cost of supporting high-traffic Web sites and updating 
content escalates a lot faster than revenues. 
Advertising Fee 
The most obvious and most popular purpose ofbusiness web sites. The aim is 
to offer free benefits to attract visitors. By qualifying and quantifying visitor traffic, 
you can sell advertising space, typically as banner ads. An Advertising A^e survey of 
advertising agencies found that 90 percent of their clients have home pages but only 
39 percent advertise on other commercial on-line sites. This may be due to the 
concerns ofmeasurement and efficiency ofWeb advertising. Nevertheless, companies 
seem to be afraid ofbeing left behind and advertising on the Net continues to ramp; 
Web advertising revenues increase 226 percent in 1997 from 1996. The top seventeen 
ad-supported Web sites generated US$85.1 million in ad revenue in 1997^^ in which 
search engines are the top ad-revenue Web sites, e.g. Yahoo!, Lifoseek, Lycos，and 
Excite, revenues ranging down from US$20.6 million to US$12.2 million. 
Brand Building / Customer Servicing 
With Memet presence, a corporate can reach clients worldwide. This could be 
used to establish corporate image and improve public relation. By offering in depth 
information services and client support, web sites can improve client relations and 
customer services as well as providing a channel for getting customers feedback. 
Not only targeting external customers, web sites can provide a communication 
24 Internet Advertising Report. Internet News. Oct 97. 
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channels for internal staff by posting company news, notices as well as getting staff 
feedback. 
Promotional Sites 
The aim is to promote products / services of a company to target audience 
worldwide which includes both local and international markets. Taking the advantage 
of interactivity of the Net, the sites present the latest information with multimedia 
format of video, sound, image and text. The information can be updated frequently 
and effectively. The information can have global reach as well as segmented audience 
in niche marketing. The sites provide business/product information and on-line 
inquiry to promote products or services, aiming at generating sales in the real world. 
Selling Sites 
Direct marketing and selling to consumer on the Net is becoming a viable 
business model. Analysts at Emst & Yoimg，Forrester Research, and Jupiter 
Communications have estimated US$220 million to US$1.1 billion in Memet sales 
during the fourth quarter of 1997. 
The viability of Online shopping, is based upon increased security, 
convenience and ease of purchase offered by sites along with the added benefits of 
efficient comparison-shopping such as Compare.net and Sharpshopper.com. The high-
profile success of Amazon.com Books, grew the most with a 35 percent jump in 
revenue from US$27.8 million in the third quarter of 1997 to US$37.9 million last 
quarter of 1997, has no capital, no infrastructure, no warehousing, no customer 
service, no shipping. All they do is market books on the Web. 
Another success story in this area so far has been the Memet Shopping 
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Network, which sells approximately US$1 million worth of computers and other 
products every month. 
An Litemet Shopping report issued by Binary Compass Enterprises shows 
consumer confidence to be up from 26 percent to 33 percent and average expenditures 
on-line have increased from US$162 to US$192 per person. The report also found that 
in considering online purchases, consumers are attracted to the ease, efficiency and 
availability ofMemet sales rather than lower prices. 
Company Resources and Capabilities 
Not all firms are equal in terms of their ability to take advantage of an 
opportunity or to avoid a threatening situation. A firm should consider possessing the 
resources and competencies required to take advantage of opportunities and to avoid 
damaging situations. 
Resources available to an organization, in the broad sense, include financial 
resources, such as cash reserves, labor and managerial skills, such as the expertise to 
manage new technologies on the Net. Production capacity and efficient equipment, 
Research and development skills and patent, control over key raw materials, size of 
the sales forces and etc. 
In the research, we will focus on how company's financial resources and the 
expertise of labor affect web site promotion strategies. 
Product Profile 
The nature of a product will also determine the consumer behavior and thus 
the web promotion strategy. 
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25 According to the study of Peterson, Balasubramanian and Bronnenberg， 
there are three dimensions of product characteristics that can affect how a consumer 
searches and buys the product. The three dimensions are the outlay and frequency of 
purchase, the value proposition, and the differential potential of the product. 
The outlay and frequency of purchase basically denotes the importance of a 
buying decision Goods vary along this dimension from low-cost, frequently purchased 
goods, e.g. a bottle of miDc, to high-cost, infrequently purchased goods, e.g. an 
apartment. The decision ofbuying an apartment is more important than that ofbuying 
a bottle of miDc because it involve more outlay and is a rare decision to make. 
According to the study, the more frequent the purchase and the smaller the cost, the 
less likely there is to be a good “fit，，between a product or service and Memet-based 
marketing. 
The value proposition of a product tells whether it is tangible and physical or 
intangible and service related. Since Intemet marketing is particularly well suited to 
certain types of intangible or service-related goods, Intemet，acting as a transaction 
and distribution medium, will have greater advantage when the value proposition is 
intangible. 
The differential potential of a product reflects the degree to which a product or 
service is differentiable. hi other words, it reflects the extent to which a seller is able 
to create a sustainable competitive advantage through product and service 
25Robert A. Peterson, Sridhar Balasubramanian, Bart J. Bronnenberg. "Exploring the impUcations of 
the Memet ofConsumer Marketing" Journal of the Academy ofMarketing Science. Volume 25，No. 4 
pages 329-346. 1997. 
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differentiation. Intemet marketing can result in extreme price competition ifproducts 
or services are hardly differentiable from each other. On the other hand, the Memet 
can serve as an effective segmentation mechanism for guiding buyers to their ideal 
product or service when the products or services are highly differentiable. 
< v -
In the study, they have identified some combination of the three dimensions 
that favor Memet search. The result is summarized in table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 The products that favor Litemet search  
Outlay and frequency of Value proposition Differen Examples 
purchasing t-ial potential  
~ ~ ~ L o w outlay and frequently informational or high online-newspaper 
purchased intangible  
~2.~~Low outlay and frequently informational or low Stock market 
purchased intangible quotes  
T"""High outlay and infrequently tangible high automobiles 
purchased  
~A.~~High outlay and infrequently informational or high software 
purchased intangible  
~5.""^High outlay and infrequently tangible low gold 
purchased  6. High outlay and infrequently informational or low insurance purchased intangible  
hi other words, Litemet search is likely for either high outlay and infrequently 
purchased goods or low outlay and frequently purchased intangible/informational 
goods. 
The result ofthe study implies that the product nature will drive the searching 
behavior ofthe target audience and thus the web strategy. If a marketer's product is in 
one of the above categories, the marketer would have the opportunity to attract those 
cybemauts who have the marketer's particular information or product in mind, i.e. the 
directed information seekers and buyers. (More discussion of the type of cybemauts 
will be discussed in Customer Profile). On the other hand, he also has the 
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opportunities to expand his market by attracting and promoting to other undirected 
information seekers, entertainment seekers and bargain hunters. This creates brand 
building opportunities will increase sales by turning the awareness to interest, desire, 
and finally, a buying action. 
It seems that the marketers of the products which are outside the above 
categories will be limited to choosing the second web promotion strategy mentioned 
above. In fact, they can choose to differentiate their product by providing additional 
services to the customer. For example, Amazon book store is selling books which is 
of low outlay, tangible and low differential potential and should, according to the 
above categorization, be less successful to attract the direct information seekers and 
buyers. Nonetheless, it successfully differentiates itselffrom the real world bookstores 
by providing more information such as book review, more discounted items such as 
package deal, and more services such as fast delivery etc. This successfully attracts 
both the directed information seekers and the bargain hunters. Other successfully 
example is the online CD store CDNow. Such differentiation needs additional market 
study and company resources which may add to the marketer's cost ofoperation. 
To conclude, a marketer's product nature may limit its web site promotion 
strategy by limiting the type ofLitemet users it can attract. 
Consumer Profile 
Defining target audience is necessary to effectively market products/services 
and to focus resources for identified customer segments. Market segmentation is the 
process of identifying groups of customers with highly similar buying needs and 
motives within the relevant market. Since these groups/segments are similar, 
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marketers can refine the firm's strategies to meet their needs more precisely. 
Segmentation basically can be done according to the demographic, 
psychological and lifestyle and the benefits ofthe public. 
Demographic segmentation is widely used in market segmentation and 
includes basic descriptors like age, gender, race, marital status, income, education and 
occupation. Demographic information has special value in market campaigns because 
if an marketer knows the demographic characteristics of the target segment, choosing 
media to efficiently reach that segment is much easier. 
Psychographics are created as a tool to supplement the use of demographic 
data, because a focus on consumers' activities, interests, and opinions often produces 
insights into differences in the lifestyles ofvarious segments. This approach results in 
a psychograhpics and lifestyle segmentation. Knowing details abut these aspects of 
target segment can be valuable for creating advertising messages that ring true to the 
consumer. 
La benefit segmentation, target segments are delineated by various packages 
that different consumers want from the same product category. For instances, different 
people want different benefits from their automobiles. Some consumers just want 
economical and reliable transportation; others want speed and excitement; and still 
others want luxury and prestige. Some statistics on the primary uses of the Litemet 
can be found in Appendix 4.1. 
Jn our research, we will look at the Litemet users according to their searching 
behavior on the Memet because this is the primary concem of Web site promotion. 
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Types of Searching Behaviors 
Intemet has been appealing to users who are attracted by an astonishing 
volume of information provided by the vast computer network. Regardless of your 
subject, you can find both archival and up-to-the minute information in a very 
searchable environment. There are various types of searching behavior of the netizen. 
1) Directed information seekers are looking for a particular piece of information. If 
you have it, they want to visit your site. If your don't they want to fmd out as fast 
as they can, so they can move on to another possible source. 
2) Undirected information seekers are some people who just fmd lots of different 
things interesting. They just surf around to fmd information that attracts their 
attention. 
3) Bargain Hunters are looking for free stuff and discount on the Intemet. 
4) Entertainment Seekers are attracted various entertainment, interactive games, 
contest, "cool" sites and etc. 
5) Directed buyers want to buy something and may have a particular item in mind. 
Understanding these behaviors will help in attracting your target audience in 
the Cyberspace. In order to get further insight of Memet users behavior, we have 
studied the survey on the uses and searching methods of Memet users, which we 
believe are important for formulating ofweb site promotion strategies. 
The empirical results from surveys carried out for the Litemet users in U.S. 
and Europe during October to November 1997 can be found in Appendix 4.2. Though 
the behavior may be different from those of our main interest of greater China regions 
where people have different culture, life style and etc., the findings will provide good 
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reference in understanding netizen behaviors. 
Web Site Promotion Objective 
The Web site promotion objective should identify the goals of the promotion 
in concrete terms and should be measurable in the context of quantifiable variables. 
The measurement methods and criteria of success should be specified and the time 
frame allowed for the desired results to occur should be defined. 
The objective is important to the Web site promotion strategy because it will 




Evaluation ofWeb Promotion Tools 
I I 
j 
There are many ways ofWeb site promotion in the Cyberspace as reviewed in 
the previous section. Each tool has its own characteristics and may be have 
advantages or disadvantages in promoting web sites under different scenarios and 
j 
environment. Li the following section，we will try to evaluate the characteristics of 
i 
these promotional tools for further formulating promotion strategies ofweb sites. | 
i 
We will evaluate the tools basically in two aspects namely reach and 丨 
efficiency. 
Reach 
Reach refers to the number of target audience that will be exposed to a 
promotion tools. Each promotion tool attracts different type of visitors and can be 
generally categorized into two groups: 1) wide coverage that reaches a wide range of 
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Intemet users, e.g. search engine, What's new/cool web sites and 2) narrow coverage 
that reaches a specific segment of users e.g. USENET. 
Furthermore, the type of visitors can be segmented according to demographic 
characteristics e.g. age, gender, income and behavioral characteristics regarding 
different types of searching behavior. 
The extent and the profiles of visitors that the tools can reach are important in 
the formulation ofpromotion strategies. 
Efficiency 
In evaluating the efficiency of a medium, the basic criterion is to determine 
which media reach the largest target audiences at the lowest cost. Traditionally, the 
standard measure ofmedia efficiency is cost per thousand (CPM) which represents the 
dollar of reaching 1,000 members of an audience using a particular medium. Li the 
Cyberspace, to evaluate the efficiency of promotion tools, we first need to consider 
the ability of the tools in identifying target audiences (selectivity) and secondly the 
cost incurred not only in dollars terms but also in terms of expertise and time which 
may eventually lead to a dollar value, but will have different implication to a 
company's resources and strategies. 
Different promotion tools allow you to identify your target audience in 
different ways. For example, search engine will attract high volume of traffic and 
identification oftarget audiences is by the process of"keywords" matching. USENET 
restricts a small group of participants and the discussion is narrowly defined to a 
specific group of audiences, which allows marketers to identify relatively precise 
information about the interest and profile of the audiences. 
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Li addition, there are lots of web sites which focus on different niche in the 
Cyberspace, buying ads or establishing reciprocal links in the web sites allow you to 
focus on a relatively small group of audiences with a unique set ofneeds. 
The cost of promotion vary substantially across different ways of promotion. 
ln the Cyberspace, one can adopt “do it yourself approach and incur minimal amount 
of money. However, expertise is required in establishing the promotion channels e.g. 
design and submission of keywords to search engines, acquiring posting in What's 
new/cool review sites, participation in discussion groups. Though the channels are 
free of charge, it highly demands expertise and time in order to achieve satisfactory 
results. 
Durability of the promotion is another advantage in the free of charge 
environment. Some of the channels, e.g. search engine or reciprocal links allows you 
to promote free of charge. Once registered and established, the promotion can stay for 
a long time. It seems that high durability will help to promote in a relatively lower 
cost as time goes by and therefore achieve higher efficiency. However, the 
environment in the Cyberspace changes dynamically and rapidly which will require 
continue reviews of design in order to maintain or improve the effectiveness of the 
promotion. 
Li addition to "free biz" promotion, one can pursue in buying ads in search 
engines and high traffic sites in order to attract audiences. Advertising in Cyberspace 
is an important promotion channel and continue to grow though measurement is still 
an open issue. The rates also vary widely across different web sites and the charging 
schemes are arguable. It is necessary to closely monitor the efficiency by identifying 
costs incurred vs. target audience being reached. 
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Creativity is another important factor in effective promotion. Different tools 
require different creativity and allows different flexibility in promotion design. For 
example, the creativity needed for searching engine is for the design of keywords 
while in the discussion group environment, the creativity is restricted to on-going 
discussion content and should aim at designing participation to attract attention. 
Barnier ads design is another hot topic that is critical for advertisement in the 
Cyberspace. 
The issues ofattracting attention, creating interest and desire, leading to click-
through to web sites affect the effectiveness of web site promotion. However, in the 
research, we focus on the ways of reaching the target audiences and the design of 
promotion contents or messages will not be further investigated in detail. 
In sununary, the characteristics ofdifferent ways of promotion is presented in 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE FORMULATION OF THE WEB SITE PROMOTION STRATEGY 
To formulate an optimal set of promotion tools, we need to analyze situations 
facing on-line companies and select a group of tools with characteristics that well-suit the 
situations. We will look into the issue by defining the business type, the product type, the 
Web site promotion objective and the target customer behavior of a company as 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
By definition, Content and Utilities Sites are concerned with informational 
products that will favor Litemet search. These business types will have the opportunities 
to attract all the five types of cybemauts. 
On the other hand, the promotional strategy ofPromotional Sites and Selling Sites 
can be more limited. Ifthe product does not favor Memet search, the promotion can only 
be directed to the Wanderers, Entertainment Seekers and Bargain Hunters. 
How the company decides which type of cybemauts it wants depends on its 
Intemet marketing objective. For example, if the Intemet marketing objective aims at 
sales generation and market expansion, the target audiences of direct information seeker 
or buyers should be focused because these types of surfers will have motives in buying 
the products that they are looking for. If the Litemet marketing objective focuses on 
brand building and corporate image, the target audience should not only cover direct 
information seekers and buyers, but also the wanderers, entertainment seekers and 
bargain hunters. If the objective is to serve existing customers who the company knows 
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best, e-mail is a suitable tool to reach the well-defined group of customers as discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
The Web site promotion objective will define the coverage requirement of the 
promotion. Li the study, we consider two groups: 
1) Wide coverage. It is defined as a wide range of Lritemet users with no specific 
segmentation or with segmentation results in general public on the Net, e.g. Male 
aged 30. 
2) Narrow coverage. It is a well-defined target customer pool according to different 
segmentations such as demographic, psychologicaVlifestyle and benefit. 
Based on the above classification and relationship and the characteristics of tools 
reviewed in Chapter 3，we have derived a mix of tools as follows : 
Table 5.1 Web Site Promotion Model  
Target Customer 
Type ofWeb Product types Searching behavior Coverage Tools 
sites 
ContentAJtilities Favoring Internet Direct information Wide Search tools, banner ads 
sites search seekers, direct or reciprocal links on 
buyers related information sites 
Narrow Search tools, banner ads 
or reciprocal links on 
related information sites 
with selective coverage, 
newsgroup 
Entertainment Wide What's cooVnew 
seekers, Bargain banner ads/ reciprocal 
hunters links with entertainment 
or high traffic sites 
Narrow What's cooVnew 
banner ads/ reciprocal 
links on sites with 




Type ofWeb Product types Searching behavior Coverage Tools 
sites 
Promotional/ Favoring Intemet Direct information Wide Search tools, banner ads/ 
selling sites search seekers, direct reciprocal links on 
buyers related information sites 
Litemet malls 
Narrow Search tools, banner ads/ 
reciprocal links on 
related information sites 
with selective coverage, 
Memet malls 
AU Entertainment Wide What's cooL^ew 
seekers, Bargain banner ads/ reciprocal 
hunters links with entertainment 
or high traffic sites. 
Narrow What's cooVnew 
banner ads/ reciprocal 
links on sites with 
selective coverage, press 
release 
"Xn Xn Wanderer Wide banner ads/ reciprocal 
links on high traffic sites 
一 Narrow banner ads/ reciprocal 
links on sites with 
selective coverage 
For example, if a marketer targets at a wide range of information seekers, buying 
keywords in search engine and banner ads in related information sites can be effective. If 
he is interested in niche market of a particular field, newsgroup is a good place to try. If 
he targets at entertainment seekers, "What's new/cool" could be the right tool. 
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Company Resources 
Li addition to the above analysis of promotion mix, the strengths and weaknesses 
of company resources need to be further considered for optimal selection. As reviewed in 
Chapter 3，you can promote your site free of charges but different levels of expertise and 
time are required. If companies are backed up by strong expertise, “do it yourself 
strategies can be adopted. The following tools can be considered : newsgroup, reciprocal 
links, submissiony'setting keywords to search engines, What's new/cool, email, and press 
release. 
Buying banner ads and keywords at various sites and search engine will depend 
on the allocation of financial budget. Alternatively, the company can appoint 





A research on the web promotion strategies of the on-line companies in the 
Greater China Region was attempted in February 1998. We visited about 500 web sites 
(Appendix 5.1) and were able to send questionnaires (Appendix 5.2) to the webmasters of 
about 200 companies in February 1998. The companies are randomly picked up in 
different business categories from the Yahoo and AltaVista search engine and the 
C.U.H.K. directory sites. The research was aimed to study the current web promotion 
strategy adopted by the companies in the region and the effectiveness of various tools. 
The plan was to perform statistical analysis on the promotion strategy and the perceived 
effectiveness and the variable factors such as company size, business and product nature 
and the characteristics of their target audience. Basing on the correlation result, it was 
hoped that a clearer picture on how to design a web promotion strategy for different 
companies, products, and target audience can be drawn. 
However, in early March of 1998, only six of the interviewees replied with 
questionnaire filled. Four interviewees replied that they were not filling in the 
questionnaires because it was forbidden by their company policies. Two interviewees 
replied with lost questionnaires due to technical problem on the net. t i order to have a 
more meaning survey, we then conducted personal interviews with four more companies 
in Hong Kong. As a result, total 10 interviews had been made as ofMarch 1998. 
Though disappointing, the response rate of the survey is not at all surprising. It 
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agrees with the region's lack of awareness ofthe importance and potential ofthe Internet 
marketing. With this limited number of responses, we need to abandon the original idea 
of performing statistical analysis on the data. Listead, we have drawn up a web promotion 
strategy model basing on literature review. The information from the questionnaires will 
give insights on the features proposed in our model. 
Since the sample size is too small, we cannot draw conclusive result on the 
relationship between tools used in different situation and their effectiveness. Besides, we 
cannot compare the effectiveness of web promotion tools across companies because of 
the existence of subjective and biased opinion from the respondent. Therefore, only the 
relative effectiveness of the web promotion tools from the same respondent is examined 
in the study. Li other words, we will apply our model to explain for each company why 
some particular Web promotion tools are relatively more or less effective. 
Observations on the Web Site Promotion Tools 
The companies which have filled in the questionnaire are : 
1. Airline in China (The Airline) 
2. TV Channel in Taiwan (The TV) 
3. Hotel in Taiwan (The Hotel) 
4. Florist in Hong Kong (The Florist) 
5. Book-store in Taiwan (The Bookstore) 
6. Media company in China (The Media) 
7. Hong Kong Organization (The Org) 
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8. ISP in Hong Kong (The ISP) 
9. Fiber Glass Company in Hong Kong (The Fiber) 
10. Public Utility in Hong Kong (The Util) 
Among the above ten companies, the first eight have employed web promotion on 
the cyberspace. 
We believe that different web promotion strategy should be adopted when the 
companies first launch their web sites and when the web sites has been implemented for a 
medium period of time, say six months to one year. Therefore, in the questionnaire, we 
purposely asked for the web promotion strategies in these two different stages. The result 
is positive. Seven out of the eight companies that have web promotion strategy have 
employed different web promotion strategies in the two stages of web development. 
The web site promotion tools used when the companies first launched their web 
sites are summarized in Appendix 5.3. The most popular promotion method is 
"submitting page to search tools" and "setting keywords for web spiders". The Bookstore 
and the ISP have not used search engines. Their alternative choices are "electronic mal’， 
and "banner ad". 
The tool that is mostly used in US, Banner ad, seems to be adopted by big 
companies only. The ISP and The Media bought ad space for their barnier ad, while the 
Hotel borrowed ad space for its banner ad. Some other companies borrowed links instead 
of ad space from other web sites. 
The tools used when the companies' web sites are in maintenance stage are 
summarized in Appendix 5.4. 
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The most popular promotion method is still submitting page to search tools, 
though different companies are using this method in this stage. The TV and The Florist 
have dropped using search tools, whereas The ISP has adopted search tools while 
dropping setting keywords for web spider. 
E-mail becomes a popular tool. The suspected reason is that more information 
about the visitors who have visited their web sites is acquired that they are able to contact 
the visitors directly. However, only The Florist, The Bookstore and The Media have 
developed customer database that can improve the effectiveness of the e-mail promotion. 
We have studies the companies' web site promotion strategy according to their 
company types, product natures, target audiences and their web site promotion objectives. 
Table in Appendix 5.5 summarizes the target audience of these interviewed companies. 
The web site promotion tools used and their perceived effectiveness are summarized in 
Appendix 5.6. 
The Airline 
The Airline is a selling site, which product involves higher outlay. It therefore 
favor Memet search. Its target audience is those aged 40 or above, which accounts for a 
small portion of the Memet users. Therefore it has a narrow scope of target on the 
cyberspace than the others. 
The Airline has a very positive perception on its web promotion strategy. When it 
first launched the web site, it used "search tools’，and "press release" to promotion its web 
site and was found very effective. The perception agrees with our model that a well-
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defined target audience would make "search tools" and "press release" a good way to 
reach the target. During the maintenance stage of the Web site, it took out the "press 
release，，promotion tools which announcement effect is not needed anymore. 
The TV 
The TV is a content site which is favorable for Litemet search. It has no target 
audience in mind when setting up the web promotion strategy. As expected, the "What's 
cooVnew，，announcement was less effective because such announcement should match 
with entertaining or bargain-offering web sites in order to attract the entertainment 
seekers and the bargain hunters. Since The TV had not adopted this corresponding feature 
in its web site, the web surfers are less likely to be attracted to the web sites. Li the 
maintenance stage, The TV adopts “E-mail” and “lists” when the contact information of 
the visitors is more available. 
The Hotel 
The Hotel is a selling site. It favors Intemet search because its product involves 
higher outlay, and have differentiation potential. Its target audience are the male aged 26 
to 30, which covers a rather wide scope of Litemet surfers. Therefore, we classified that 
The Hotel's promotion is targeting a medium, rather than a narrow, scope of coverage. 
The Hotel has a negative perception on its own promotion strategy. When it first 
launched its web site, the use of E-mail is not effective because the company's target 
coverage is too wide and it has not a customer database to support its push promotion 
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strategy. The more effective tools are "setting keywords，，，"search tools", "borrow links" 
and "borrow ad space" which are more effective in attracting direct information seekers 
and direct buyer. "Press release" is less effective in attracting direct information seekers 
or direct buyers and will take more time for its pulling effect to show. Free services needs 
other matching strategies such as registering on the ‘free stuff directory in order to 
effectively attract the bargain hunters. 
During the maintenance stage, the use of “E-mail”，"Lists" and "newsletter" 
seems a good move, though they are ineffective without the supporting information from 
customer database. The tools that were at least average in performance when the web site 
was first launched became ineffective in this stage. There are two possible reasons. The 
first is that the increasing number of hotel players on the Memet has diluted The Hotel's 
attraction to the information seekers. The second reason is that those who have visited the 
site before found that the site is not suitable for them and do not visit again. Both reasons 
point out that The Hotel has to put more effort in the web site design and its services 
before the web promotion can be more effective. 
The Florist 
The Florist targeted at male aged 31 to 40 which cover a rather wide range of 
Memet search. Its product needs lower outlay, is tangible and has little differentiation 
potential. Therefore, it is not favorable for Memet search unless it acts as an information 
provider and converts itself to a hybrid of content and selling site. Since we cannot find 
any information about flower on the web page, we classified its product nature as 
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"unfavorable for Litemet search". According to our model, "search tools" and 
"newsgroup" should not be very effective for sites that are less favorable for Litemet 
search. However, when The Hotel first launched its web site, its use of "search tools" and 
"newsgroup" seems effective because the direct information seekers may look for the 
information on the Lmtemet and was leaded to the sites. This generates traffic and false 
impression that the tools are effective in promoting the web site. However, they would 
not help to generate business on the sites because the information seekers are not going to 
stay on The Florist's site where the information they want cannot be found. Similarly, 
there is not any entertainment or bargain item found on the web page and therefore the 
entertainment seekers and the bargain hunters will not be attracted to the web page. 
Therefore, The Florist should target to attract the direct buyers and the most effective way 
should be the "Internet mal，，. “E-mail，，is not effective unless it is supported by well-
defined target and customer database. 
The Florist adopted a more personal approach to reach its customer in the 
maintenance stage. It has stopped using tools such as "setting keywords" and "search 
tools" to reach direct information seekers. Instead, it utilizes customer database and 
provides personal information to them through email. The improvement in the 
performance of "e-mail" as a promotion tools supports the theory that "e-mail" is 
effective when supported by customer information. 
The Bookstore 
The Bookstore targets at male aged 21-25 which again is a rather wide coverage 
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of Intemet users. Similar to The Florist, The Bookstore is by nature not favorable for 
bitemet search because its product needs lower outlay, is tangible and has little 
differentiation potential. The lack of information such as book review on the web site 
makes it a web site that cannot attract directed information seekers. The use of "Litemet 
Mall” is therefore the right strategy to attract the direct buyers. 
In the maintenance stage, The Bookstore adopts a more comprehensive promotion 
strategy when compared to the first stage. However, the effort spent on placing ad and 
links in other sites seems not very rewarding. The possible reason for this is that the ad or 
links are placed in the wrong place. Actually, the customer database should be further 
developed to study the customer search behavior. The information would help in the ad 
placing as well as personal contact through e-mail. 
The Media 
The Media is a promotional site. It provides product requiring high outlay and is 
therefore favorable for Litemet search. Its target audience of male aged 31 to over 40 
covers a rather wide proportion ofIntemet users. 
The Media put enormous effort in promoting its web site and it is very satisfied 
with the result. The more effective tools are ‘Borrowing links", ‘buying ad space，，and 
"borrowing ad space". The company put links and ads in business related sites such as 
advertising resources, and ad space on search tools that are effective for direct 
information seekers to fmd media buy services. Its web promotion is less effective on 
other tools that attract entertainment seekers and bargain hunters because no such 
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corresponding service is provided in the web site. 
The Media adopted a similar strategy in the second stage of its web site 
development. The performance result, are more or less the same as that in the first stage. 
Review on strategy seems appropriate in order to have a more cost-effective way in web 
promotion. 
The Org 
The Org is an informative content site and is favorable for Lntemet search. It 
targeted at its existing customers and therefore its web site promotion has a narrow scope 
of coverage of Litemet users. It has not put much effort on web site promotion. This 
makes its average performance not surprising. No insight can be drawn from the result. 
The ISP 
The ISP provides intangible and Memet related product and is very favorable for 
Memet search. However, its strategy of "Keywords setting" is not effective because of 
the numerous "ISP" wordings on the Memet which makes it difficult for the information 
seekers to spot this particular one ISP on the directory. Li this case, "buying ad space" 
seems to be a more suitable tool for attracting the information seekers. 
The ISP has reviewed its strategy and replaced the less effective tool after the web 
site promotion has been implemented for a while. Listead of using "Keyword setting", it 
uses "search tools". However, since the nature of "setting keywords" and "search tools” 
are more or less the same in attracting web surfers, the new strategy is still not effective 
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in the maintenance stage. 
Observations on the Web Traffic Measurement strategy 
The most popular measurement tool is hit report. Some companies also use sales 
performance (directly generated on web or overall) as an indicator on the measurement on 
tools effectiveness. Only one company, The Media, is using a more advanced tool, i.e. 
Cookies, to track the web traffic and Ltitemet users behavior. 
The usage of Cookies should be a part of the web promotion strategy because it 
helps to build knowledge on the potential and existing customer. When we refer to the 
web promotion strategy used in stage two, we will note that only The Media, The 
Bookstore and The Florist are using Customer Database as a promotion tool. We believe 
that The Media is using Cookies for its customer database development. Since The 
Bookstore and The Florist are the selling sites where customer information can be 
directly drawn when customers buy products on-line, cookies is less important in its 
customer database development. 
Observations on the overall weh promotion strategy 
The overall perception ofweb promotion strategy is average. The Airline, The TV 
and The ISP thought their web promotion strategies are effective, while The Bookstore 
thought its strategy is very effective. 
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Observations about Internet marketing development in the region 
1. Most companies are constantly reviewing its web promotion strategy and adopt 
changes when necessary. 
2. The measurement tools used by the companies are very primitive. This lack of 
measurement results in the lack of pattem in selecting web promotion tools. Listead of 
using a systematic way to select the right promotion tool, the companies seem to be using 
a trial-and-error approach in finding the right strategy. 
3. For the web sites which have products that are favorable to Litemet search, 
there is no clear evidence as to which type of cybemauts, they are trying to attract. 
However, since we camiot find any special entertainment or bargaining items on these 
web sites, we believed the companies are still targeting at the direct information seekers 
and the direct buyers. Unfortunately, the companies usually spend their effort on 
promotion tools which directs them to the entertainment seekers or bargain hunters. We 





The rapidly growing Litemet activities in Greater China present enormous 
marketing opportunities in the region. Different on-line business models are being 
created to explore the advantage of this new medium. Due to the rapid increase in the 
number of Web sites, a competitive strength in Web site promotion strategy becomes a 
crucial factor to the success of the Web marketing of a company. 
A successful marketing strategy calls for extensive analysis on the environment, 
the company, the product, and the consumer. The analysis will give insight on the target 
and objective of the strategy and on how to achieve the objective. After implementing 
the strategy, measurement and review on the result will provide information for future 
strategy formulation. 
In our study, we have applied the same strategy formulation process and identified 
the main factors that need to be considered in the formulation of a Web site promotion 
strategy. The factors include the business type of the company, the product nature, and 
the searching behavior ofthe consumers. 
The business type and the product nature of a company determines how favorable 
for Intemet search its Web site is. Though the nature of a product may not favor Memet 
search (for example, florist shop), a twist in the on-line business model helps to expand 
the opportunity of its on-line marketing (for example, make the web site a content site on 
flower information). 
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The searching behavior of the consumers determines the best opportunity to reach 
the existing or potential consumers. An on-line business which does not favor Litemet 
search will have difficulties in attracting the directed information seekers, and should 
think twice before using the Web sites promotion tools that can only attract the directed 
information seekers. 
Web site promotion objectives are set basing on the target customer reach. A 
wider scope of target customer reach will require a web promotion tool that excel in 
generating traffic to the web site. A narrow scope of target customer reach will require a 
web promotion tool that excel in finding the right persons on the Litemet. 
The environmental study are divided into the external environment and the 
toemet environment. External environment in Greater China favors the long term 
Intemet development, though the development may be hold back in the coming one or 
two year. The study of Litemet environment provides information on the resources 
available on the Litemet and their strengths and weaknesses for Web site promotion. 
The survey conducted in the research cannot serve as a testing instrument of the 
Web site promotion model we have suggested due to the few number of respondents. 
However, it can serve as a mirror to reflect the current situation in Greater China. First of 
all, the lack of respondent suggested that Memet marketing is still in its infancy in 
Greater China. Besides, the companies are still using very primitive web site promotion 
and measurement tools. 
We can fmd some cases in the survey that does not agrees with our web site 
promotion model. It is expected because many other factors may affect the effectiveness 
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of a Web site promotion tool, and due to the small sample size, such factors cannot be 
eliminated. For example, the poor quality of comments posted on the newsgroups cannot 
generate traffic to the host web site even if "announcement in newsgroups" is the best 
Web site promotion for a particular business/product mix. Besides the quality factor, the 
detail of how a company use a particular tool may also affect its effectiveness. For 
example, where and how a company place its banner ad will affect the number and 
category ofLitemet users attracted to the web site. 
Our model provides a framework for Web site promotion strategy formulation and 
future research. The success of a Web site promotion strategy still depends on the 
company's effort in experimenting, verifying and improving its strategy for their own 
specific situation and how it matches the opportunities with its resources. The predicted 
slow down in the growth of the Litemet development in Greater China gives time and 
opportunities to on-line companies to further study the searching behavior of customers 
in the region for their own particular types ofproducts. The knowledge gained will create 
competitive edge in Litemet marketing and provide promising return to the companies 
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APPENDIX 1 
CURRENT RATES OF BANNER ADS IN GREATER CHINA REGION 
Host Category Provider Banner Size Price 
1 [ ^ Netvigator 400PDC x 50PDC HK$9800/month 
(Gold Position)  
400PK X 50PK HK$30000/month“ 
(Homepage)  
lSP^ China Online TSOPPC x lOOPDC Yuan 5QOO/month — 
Search Engines NihouBeijing HalfSize: 220x40""^US$60/month 
ChinaMoWeb Pix 
Search Engine  
Full Size: 450 x 40~"US$100/month  ^  
Commercial E)G China Online 468*60pixel US$3,000/month on 
front page  
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APPENDIX 1 
DEFINITIONS OF MEASUREMENT TEMINOLOGY AMONG 
DIFFERENT COMPANIES。， 
hits When visitors reach a Web site, their computer sends a request to the site's 
computer (server) to begin displaying pages. Each element of a requested page 
(including raphics, text, interactive items) is recorded by the site's Web server 
log file as a "hit." Because page designs and visit patterns vary from site to site, 
the number ofhits bears no relationship to the number of pages viewed or visits 
to a site. [ffRO； 
» 
hits The number ofpage andA)r graphic files requested by visitors. A single page 
with multiple graphics can be counted as multiple hits since each graphic is 
counted as a separate hit. [TRAFFIC] 
hits The equivalent of advertising impressions here defined as "the gross number of 
files accessed from X site or domain during Y time." There are variable 
numbers of deeper files attached by hyperlinks to each page in cyberspace, 
making this a "rubber yardstick." As explained above, a "clickable element" is 
a hyperlink allowing a one-click movement to the deeper file behind the page 
fknctioning as a menu for that deeper file. Hits implies that the user has been 
exposed to the deeper material which may never have been selected for display 
27 Source : "New Metrics for New Media : Toward the Development ofWeb Measurement Standards". 
1996. 
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on the screen. As an example, a one-second visit to a home page containing 35 
hyperlinks counts as 35 hits within the current Hypertext Transfer Protocol. 
;CASIE] note: actually a visit measure, not a definition, 
request A request is a connection to an Litemet site (i.e., hit) that successfully retrieves 
content. Unlike a hit, a request doesn't include client or server "errors." 
Requests counts are conservative because browser software and many Litemet 
gateways intercept some requests before reaching the server, and these cached 
requests are never logged. [Literse] 
request When a Browser asks a Web server for some unit of content. Common units of 
content include: images, text, pages, sound clips, video files, Shockwave files, 
and Java applets. p^etCount' 
transfer When a Browser completely receives a unit of content from a Web server. 
Note: Streamed content (such as ReaLA^udio or Streamworks) is measured 
differently and does not require a complete download in order to be considered 
successfully transferred. p^[etCount: 
qualified hits A further refinement of hits, qualified hits exclude less important 
information recorded in a log file as hits such as error messages, etc. 
While qualified hits provide a better idea of traffic volume, it is not an 
accurate assessment of the actual number of users. [ffRO] 
click NetCount has resolved the hit dilemma by not counting hits at all, instead 
.reporting Page Liforaiation Requests (PERs) and successful Page Liformation 
Transfers (PITs). PITs are a true measurement of page deliveries going beyond 
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page requests. pSFetCounf 
VisitorsAJsers (Definitions) 
visitor An individual that visits a web site. [TRAFFIC: 
user An uniquely identifiable person. An accurate count of users is not possible 
without some form of registration or authentication pMetCount' 
user A user is anyone who visits the site at least once.[Literse] 
unique visitor A visitor that can be qualified as a unique individual within a given 
period oftime. The period of time can vary, but is usually between a half 
hour and an hour. [TRAFFIC: 
unique user A user is anyone who visits the site at least once. Interse market focus goes 
through a series of attempts to recognize unique users. If your extended 
log files contains persistent cookie data, the software uses this data to 
recognize unique users. If no cookie data is available, the software uses a 
registered usemame to recognize users. If no registration information is 
available, the software uses as a last resort, users' Litemet hostnames. 
Many organizations use Litemet gateways, which mask the real Litemet 
hostnames, so user counts may be conservative for those users determined 
through their Memet hostnames. [Literse； 
identified user A user for whom demographics are known and available. pSFetCount] 
identified user "demographic measures of visits or users relating to X site or domain 
during Y time." (Demographics) [CASEE: 
Visit/Session ^Definitions) 
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visit A visit is commonly defined as a sequence ofrequests made by one user. Once 
a visitor stops making requests from a site for a given period of time, called a 
time out, the next hit by this visitor is considered a new visit. To simplify 
comparisons, LTRO uses a 30-minute time out to determine the start of a new 
visit. LTRO determines site visits by adding visits from single-user Litemet 
addresses,that can be tracked and identified, to a count of multi-user addresses. 
ypRO uses a proprietary algorithm to convert multi-user hits into discrete 
visits. [EPRO] 
visit A visit is a series of consecutive requests from a user to an Intemet site. Ifyour 
log files include referrer data, then new visits begin with referring links 
external to your Litemet site. Regardless of whether or not you have referrer 
data, if a user doesn't make a request for 30 minutes, the previous series of 
requests is considered a completed visit. [Literse] 
visit A series oftransactions performed by a user at a single Web site. This differs 
from a "session". pMetCount； 
visit "the gross number of occasions on which a user looked up X site or domain 
during Y time." (Gross Exposures) [CASIE] 
session A series of transactions performed by a user that can be tracked across 
successive Web sites. For example, in a single session, a user may start on a 
publisher's Web site, click on an advertisement and then go to an advertiser's 
, W e b site and make a purchase. p^etCount: 
Ads and Pages (Definitions) 
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banner An image on a sponsorable site that functions as a link to the advertiser's site. 
Banner size is usually measured in pixels: width x height. [IPRO: 
advertisement Typically a clickable image or a Java applet on a publisher's 
Web site, an advertisement is usually hyperlinked to a page on the advertiser's 
Web site. p^etCount： 
Web page All Web sites are collections of electronic "pages." Each Web page is an 
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) document that may contain text, 
images or media objects. A page can be either static or dynamically 
generated. The best known page is the "home page," which is usually a 
visitor's first point of entry and which usually features an index to a Web site. 
[n>RO] 
Definitions ofExposure Measures 
ad views Number of times an ad banner is downloaded and presumably seen by 
visitors. If the same ad appears on multiple pages simultaneously, ad views 
may understate the number of ad views, due to browser caching (see 
definition below). Corresponds to net impressions in traditional media. 
PPR0] 
adviews The number of times that a banner has been presented to/exposures 
visitors, (equivalent to exposures or impressions) /impressions [TRAFFIC: 
exposure An Exposure is counted each time an advertisement is delivered by a Web 
server. Exposures can be used by Web publishers to validate the number of 
"impressions" that were delivered at their Web site. Exposures can be 
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reported for stationary ads as well as for ads that rotate throughout a Site. 
>[etCount; 
page views Number of times a user requests a page which may contain a particular ad. 
Indicative of the number of times an ad was potentially seen, or "gross 
impressions." Page views overstate ad impressions when users tum "Auto 
Load Images" off to speed browsing. [ffRO； 
page views The number of times a particular Web page has been presented to visitors. 
[TRAFFIC] 
weekly visits The number ofvisitors to a web site in a given week.Multiple visits may 
be generated by one person. [TRAFFIC] 
Definitions ofClick Through Measures 
ad clicks The number of times users "click" on an ad banner to request additional 
information from the advertiser. Typically, users are directed ("hot-
linked") to the advertiser's Web site. [DPRO] 
ad click rate Sometimes referred to as "click-through rate，” this is the number of ad 
clicks as a percentage ofad views. [EPRO] 
click rate The number of times that an ad has been clicked by visitors. A measure of 
response to an ad placement. [TRAFFIC] 
click rate The percentage ofvisitors that view an ad and click on it. [TRAFFIC； 
inquiry An Inquiry is counted each time a user clicks on an advertisement. 
Inquiries can be used by Web advertisers to gauge the response to their 
ads. By monitoring the number ofLiquiries generated by an advertisement 
k > 
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on a regular basis, advertisers can experiment with content and placement 
to see how changes affect response rates. The immediacy of AdCount's 
reporting allows an advertiser to quickly respond to declining Liquiry rates 
by changing a banner and then watching to see if rates improve. 
]SFetcount 
Click-Throughs: 
To complete the equation, AdCount watches to see how many Ltiquiries 
result in successful Click-Throughs to the advertiser's Web site. A Click-
Through is an accurate count of the number of times that a user left a 
publisher's Web site and successfully arrived at an advertiser's Web site. 
This provides a reconciliation for the times when a user clicks on an 
advertisement but receives a "server busy" error instead of arriving at the 
advertiser's Web site. P^etcount； 
Duration Time interactivity Measures) 
average time on : 
The average amount of time spent by a user on a single Web page. Note: 
As users have the ability to temporarily leave a Web site and then retum to 
the same page via the "back" button in their Browser, the average time 
spent on a page will not be 100% accurate.However, for a highly viewed 
page, the average time on page will be nearly 100% accurate. pSfetCount] 
The above definitions are quoted from five companies : IPRO，TRAFFIC, CASffi, 
Literse, and NetCount. 
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APPENDIX 1 
A SAMPLE OF STATISTICAL MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS 
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APPENDIX 4.1 
28 STATISTICS ON PRIMARY USES OF THE INTERNET IN U.S. AND EUROPE 
It was found that gathering information for personal needs is the most common activity 
for respondents (72%) followed by entertainment (65%) and education (60%). Jn this 
survey, 40% report using the web for shopping compared to only 19% in the last survey 
done in 1996. 40% of respondents admit to using the web simply to waste time. 
Respondents from Europe are more likely to use the web for work (79%) than their US 
counterparts (55%). The youngest users (10-18) use the web mainly for entertainment 
(85%), education (73%) and tame wasting (69%); those aged 19-25 have the same top 3 
uses with slightly smaller percentages. Those in the 26-50 age range are more likely to 
use the web for work (62%) and shopping (43%) than other age groups while seniors 
(50+) are most likely be gathering information for personal needs (76%). Novices use the 
web for entertainment and communication more than others while experts are more likely 
to be shopping than others. 
28 Source : "GVU 8th WWW User Survey", November 16 1997. 
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APPENDIX 4.2 
9Q STATISTICS ON WEB SEARCH IN U.S AND EUROPE" 
For this question, respondents could choose more than one answer. Most users 
fmd new web pages through other web pages (88%) and through search engines (82%). 
Some other categories are: print media (62%), friends (58%), and email signatures (33%). 
The percentage who find web pages through TV advertising has risen since the last 
survey (37% Eighth, 30% Seventh) and the percentage using Usenet news continues to 
drop slightly (30% Eighth, 33% Seventh). Males are still more likely than females to find 
new web pages with Usenet News (34% males, 23% females). Younger users are more 
likely to get URLs from friends, while older users are more likely to use print media, 
books and TV. Novices are more likely to fmd web pages through TV advertising, while 
experts use most other routes, especially Usenet News. 
29 Source : "GVU 8th WWW User Survey", November 16 1997. 
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APPENDIX 5.1 
LIST OF ONLINE COMPANIES 
1. CONTENT SITES 
Newspaper 
China Sites 
Asian World-Wide News 
China Daily & CBnet - online version of China's English-language paper. Also features CBnet, 
a for-pay business database. China Liformation Times - a daily newspaper in Guangzhou . 
China Informed - a daily digest of news on China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. 
China Lifoworld 
China's Newspapers Online _ several Chinese newspapers including People's Daily (Foreign 
edition), Economic Daily 
Hong Kong Sites 
Apple Daily 
Hong Kong Commercial Daily - daily news for Hong Kong, Taiwan and the P.R.C. Specialize in 
financial news. 
Hong Kong News Online - independent news service focusing on Hong Kong at its final stage of 
transition. 
Hong Kong Standard 
Ming Pao Daily News 
Shingtao Times 
South China Moming Post (2) 
Taiwan Sites 
China Times News 
China Times U.S. site 
Sinorama Magazine 
Taiwan Today News Network 
Radio 
China Sites 
Beat Media Corp. Ltd. - a radio broadcaster operating in China with sixty hours ofprograms per 
weekin ll3 cities. 
Hong Kong sites 
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Hong Kong Commercial Radio 
Metro Broadcast Hong Kong 
PG Music Box - music boardcast station. 
Taiwan Sites 
BV5GQ Amateur Radio Station - ham radio in Taiwan. 
CanThink WebRadio - Chinese learning channel with audio-on-demand technology. 
ICRT -100 Taipei - hear live broadcasts on the Intemet via StreamWorks by Xing. 
RimTai Radio Communications Corp. 
TURC - 96.7 Hsinchu - Music, culture and information around Hsinchu and TaoYuan Counties 
in northen Taiwan. Latest news on the Science-Based Lidustrial Park. 
VOT 107.7 - featuring live RealAudio, contests, news, chat, and local personality's profiles. 
TV 
China Sites 
6th Shanghai Television Festival 
Bejing-TV Net - information on the television programming trade and television in China. 
Gate ofHeavenly Peace@ 
Jinan Cable TV & Economic TV 
Hong Kong sites 
CETV - 24-hour family-oriented channel broadcasting satellite TV programs in Mandarin to 
Asia. 
Hong Kong ATV 




Chinese Television System (CTS) - news and current affairs, information on Open-Air-
Education, popular variety shows, and introductions ofdramas and films. 
Formosa Television - professional news web site providing real time news video and news 
database. 
2. UTELITBES SITES 
Directory/ Search Engine 
China Sites 
China Business Comer - contains a list ofbusiness opportunities and contacts. (WS) 
Chinatrade-Net - lists Chinese import and export companies and business oportunities. (WS) 
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Cyberway to China - information on business, culture, education, travel and more. (WS) 
Key to Chinese Business - data base of all companies, agencies, organizations and individuals 
interested in doing business in or wanting information about China. (WS) 
Newsguide - an information service and directory on the intemet in China and abroad. (WS) 
Hong Kong sites 
Hong Kong Web Connection - the centre for Hong Kong business websites and detailed 
information, updated daily, on Hong Kong Entertainment, News, Business, Sports, Classifieds. 
(WS) 
Hong Kong Directory - Online database ofHong Kong based companies sorted into over 450 
different categories 
WebTrade Directory - for Hong Kong and China with company listings, foreign consulates and 
trade offices, and business information. 
Hong Kong Intemet Directory - provides websites and email addresses, company homepages, 
personal homepages for Hong Kong, also for hotel, shopping mall, etc. 
Hong Kong Eatery Directory 
Taiwan Sites 
Taiwan Business Directory 
Memational Trade Association ofthe Republic ofChina (ITAC) - non-profit international 
organization for the service ofdomestic and foreign import/export firms. Includes a large 
products and manufacturers directory. 
FoodNet Search - directory offood, from restaurant and coffee shop to food manufacturers. 
Taiwan Memet Trade Directory 
MCA International - includes the Australia Taiwan Business & feformation Directory. 
Trade Point Taiwan - Memational trade. Information and electronic commerce facilitator. 
Business Directory. Trade Opportunities. Product Exhibition. 
Trade Winds, tic - one ofthe largest trade information suppliers in the Far East; publisher of 
numerous trade-related periodicals and directories. 
Wise Enterprise Ltd. _ sight seeing directory in Taiwan and room reservations on line. 
Memational Trade Association ofthe Republic of China (ITAC) - non-profit international 
organization for the service ofdomestic and foreign import/export firms. Includes a large 
products and manufacturers directory. 
Hotel Guide Taiwan - not only has large directory ofhotels, but it also can help you make 
reservations. Handtools _ directory of manufacturers and suppliers. Coo Taiwan Search - providing local Taiwanese directory service. 
On-Une Chat 
China Sites 
Cantonese Chat - ParaChat 
China Chat 
Chinascape - JavaChat at Chinascape - gathering place for all interested those from or interested 
in China. Chinese Chat - Web Chat at WBS 
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Hong Kong Sites 
Hong Kong 1997 Transition to China - Channel A - AOL,Web Chat at Channel A 
Hong Kong Chat - JavaChat 
Hong Kong Entertainment Chat - JavaChat at Hong Kong Superstars 
Hong Kong Handover 









Mall ofChina...Online Shopping Center 
http://www.apbnet.comy'malVcmb/news-p/c_index.htm _ size 5K - 25-Jul-97 
OMJNE MALL - China 
http://www.hrac.com/antiques/amchina.htm - size 2K - 12-Apr-97 - English - Translate 
rWE-CfflNAMALL 
http://www.iwe.com/china/ • size 404 bytes - 8-May-97 - English - Translate 
Fashion Mall By China Commercial Net 
http://www.chinacommercial.com/armexchange.html _ size 757 bytes - 15-Aug-96 - English -
Translate 
Hong Kong Sites 
Hong Kong Furniture Mall Front Page 
http://asia-www.com/hkMmall.htm - size 2K - 29-Aug-97 _ English - Translate 
HomeMoney Hong Kong Trade Mall 
http://www.homeincome.conVhomebiz/hmal_hkt.htm - size 3K _ 4-Jan-97 - English - Translate 
AEON/ffiM Partner Li Hong Kong's First Cyber Mall 12/16/96 
http://www.nb-pacifica.comyTieadline/aeonibmpartnerinhongk_807.shtml - size 6K _ 5-Sep-97 -
English -Hong Kong Memet Directory _ Shopping Mall 
http://www.intemet-directory.comy'malLhtm - size lK • lO-Jul-96 - English - Translate 
Tiny Yellow Pages ofHong Kong _ Shopping Mall -»a-L«^A-tiE°626 
http://www.speednet.net^-msueny^typhk/sho.html _ size lK - 26-May-97 - Chinese 
Hong Kong Electronic Mall http://www.inter-netmall.comy1iongkongAnall.htm - size 16K - 24-Sep-97 - English - Translate 
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Taiwan Sites 
Jos OnLine Shopping Mall http://store.jeya.com.tw 
Taiwan Biznet - on line shopping center. 
Sysnet GourmetNet - including restaurant guide, wine world, celebrities picks, and gourmet 
mall. In both English and Chinese, http://gourmetnet.sysnet.net.tw/ 
3. PROMOTIONAL SITES 
Web services - Design & Promotion 
China 
China Vision Network - provide web presence services, domain registration, promotion and 
design services. 
Cosmos Intemet Services Co. Ltd - web services include domain name registration and 
homepage design. 
MagicWWW - homepage design, site hosting, and intemet marketing. 
Walton's Intemet Solution - includes Walton's Chinese Litemet Directory. 
WebUnion Banner Exchange 
Zhuhai deYin Memet Ltd. - with offices in Zhuhai, Shanghai and Guangzhou, we design, host 
web pages and help companies to instal their own Memet domain. 
Hong Kong 
Achieve Design Concepts _ web site design and maintenance. 
Asia Intemet Resources - offers site mirroring in Asia, promotion, and home page development. 
Asia Memet Resources Ltd. - provides mirrors for your site in Asia, along with other 
promotional services. 
Chi Tao Studio - web design and hosting. 
Design Stream - Services include research, design, graphics, html implementation, publicity, and 
on-going maintenance. 
Eureka Digital Ideas Limited - Multimedia Web Site Design and Litemet consulting firai in 
Hong Kong providing custom graphic design, video audio production and CGI programming. 
Grandworld Technology Ltd - managed by GrandWorld Technology Ltd., one ofthe most 
innovative, professional & responsible intemet services providers in Hong Kong. We also do 
home page (World Wide Web) design, hosting. 
Hong Kong SPARKnet - providing services for individuals or businesses who wish to get 
Memet connectivity andy'or establish themselves on the Web. 
Idia Graphic Design - web site design, hosting and maintenance, plus graphic design services, 
taiagineer Workshop - WWW pages design and hosting service, ActiveX controls gallery. 
Interlink Systems - web site design, hosting and marketing services at a professional level. 
LattiSoft - from homepage production to proprietary intemet browser, and web setup to intranet 
solutions. 
Lemon - a consultancy and production house, based in Hong Kong. 
Mebi Technology Group Ltd. - web hosting and design. 
Montevino Networks Limited _ website design, hosting and development with Litemet marketing 
and promotional consultancy. 
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Netsources System Limited - internet solution provider including web page, domain name 
registration, mail server, gateways and more. 
Netvigator - offered by Hongkong Telecom MS. It is speed, 24-hour customer service, constant 
software upgrade and a treasure-trove of information. 
Shortcut X Technology Studio _ digital promotion design. We are the main sponor ofmagazine 
webactive. 
Techno Design Limited - specialized in web site design for business. Also provide hosting and 
domain registration services. 
Topdomain - internet service provider, freelancer homepage, design, and entertainment services. 
VM Memet Advertising & Promotions - Web page design and hosting; also features the inCard， 
a business card published on the WWW. 
WebZone Consultants Co. - Our vision is to promote the information exchange through the 
exciting Memet media. We will help any companies and non-profit organizations to get the Net 
presence. 
Zolar - web design and publishing, hosting ofhomepages, active web page development and 
software development. Taiwan Sites . 
ArtWorker - homepage designer in Taiwan and provides web construction, on-line services, 
hosting, maintenance. The computer graphics design chain store systems. 
Civil Planning Co., Ltd. - providing services in webpage presence support in Japanese, Chinese 
and English. 
Civilnet - webpage design, hosting service, online software shopping, and computer consultation. 
Cyber House Tech. Co. - internet and intranet service, web page design and hosting services. 
Digicor Multimedia Corp. - web page production, virtual server system and hosting, internet 
consulting for Taiwanese mid-sized and small enterprises. 
TradeMart Intemet Taiwan - home page design, application programming, java, cgi 
programming, virtual server system, hosting and internet consulting. 
Tradewatch International _ specializing in corporate web design, multimedia advertising, digital 
animation and interactive site design. 
Computer - Hardware 
China Sites 
Gree Magneto-electric Ltd. _ manufacturer of floppy disks in China. 
Mingzi Electronic Co. Ltd. - manufacturer of electronic connectors, adaptors and terminals. 
Protech Systems Ltd. 一 distributor of computer peripherals and systems. 
Shanghai Baishu Computer 
Hong Kong Sites 
Data Asia - distribute touchscreen products and multimedia hardware. 
Eltop Development Ltd - products include switch boxes and cables. 
Metro Technology Ltd - distributor of CD-Recordable products. 
Pixar Technology Company - MAG computer monitors and accessories. 
Po Yue Computer Co. - computer parts, ink refill, digital camera, video capture and more. 
Quantum Data Systems (HK) Ltd. - manufacturer of a full range ofmodems. 
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S & C Computer Co. - offers ethemet card, sound cards, and hub repeaters. 
Storage Computer - RAED 7 storage servers. 
Suntech Company Ltd. - distributor ofLG (Goldstar) and Hansol monitors. 




Arbor Technology - manufacturer of industrial pc-based automation products, including 
workstations, single board computers, and data acquisition tools. 
Flytech Technology Co., Ltd. - manufacturer ofBooksize PC, Network Computers and Industrial 
PC. Experienced in OEM/ODM projects. 
Hitachi Asia Pte, Ltd. 
Jumbo Computer International - manufacturer ofstandard and industrial PC-based computers, 
workstations, SJMM memory, fax/data modems, touchscreens, notebooks, VGA, cases, 
motherboards and LAN products. 
Microtek Memational, Inc. - designs and manufactures in-circuit emulators and high-level 
language debug tools for 8-,16-, and 32-bit microprocessors. 
PC Wonderland Spica Computer Corp. - manufacturers ofhigh power multimedia notebook PC's. 
Tatung Co. - manufacturer ofelectronics, home appliances, computer hardware, and industrial equipment. 
Twinhead Corp. - fmd information on current notebook products (Slimnote series), the company, 
and technical support section. Real estate 
China Sites 
China Property Comer - for property developers and agents to buy or sell properties. 
Huayuan Group - involved in property development, investment, and travel services. 
Maverick Consulting Group _ consulting for residential, office and retail property investment 
interenationally. 
Hong Kong Sites 
Centaline Property Agency Limited - includes a search engine in three languages. 
Century 21 Hong Kong Property Page 
City Exchange Realty - Specialists in property hunting for Relocating Executives. This site 
includes useful tips for those moving to Hong Kong. 
Everbright Property Consultants - specializing in commercial(office), retail(shop) and 
investment properties. 
Four Seasons Properties Agency - short term apartments and rooms available. Rent weekly or 
monthly in serviced or non-serviced condominion at your choice. 
Home Search Realty - Hong Kong Property Services; specialists in rental and sales ofHong 
Kong residential and commercial property. 
JW Masters _ workng to meet the needs and expectations ofexpatriate staff relocating to Hong 
Kong. 
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K & S Consultants - leasing and sales of office spaces and residential properties. 
Kai Shing Management Services Ltd - property management information and proactive 
suggestions to public. 
Living Realty OHong Kong) Limited Property Consultant 
Midland Realty 
Ricacorp Properties Group - residential, office, retail and industrial properties agency service, 
surveying and valuation, investment consultancy and china/overseas market services. 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd 
Taiwan Sites 
Sun Splendor Co. Ltd. - The first Taiwannese real-estate developer on the internet 
Taiwan Real Estate Liformation Center 
Tomson Real Estate Development Corp. Taiwan (1) 
You Trust Rehouse Center _ rehouse franchiser. 
4. SELLmG SITES 





KJOL Inc. - ISP providing commercial and marketing information in China. 
Jitong Communications, Inc. 
Karsing Online - online service company providing English and Chinese information about 
China as well as Memet/Litranet solutions, chat room, and news groups. 
Prodigy China 
Hong Kong Sites 
Asia-Online 
AsiaNet (Hong Kong) Ltd 
Association for Memet Resources - non- profit society that was set up to provide low-cost 
access to the Resources ofthe Memet to the public in Hong Kong, both directly and through schools. AIR is registered under 
the provisions of the 
Societies Ordinance. 
Chevalier (Memet) Limited 
Chevalier Memet Limited 
Chili.net - online service for youths all over the world. Primary objective is to offer youths a 
place to meet and to understand each other. 
CyberNet 
EXACo.Ltd. Gateway Memet Ltd. - personal and corporate accounts. 




GlobalNet Telecommunications Litemational Ltd. 
GrandWorld Technology Ltd 
Great China Telecom - providing full Memet services and consultancy. 
HKNet Co Ltd 
Hong Kong Cyberpark - Register related link - All about Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong Memet & Communication Ltd. 
Hong Kong Memet & Gateway Services, Ltd. (3) 
Hong Kong Memet Station 
Hong Kong Star Litemet Limited 
Hong Kong Supemet - Hong Kong Supemet: Hong Kong's Most Technically Correct Intemet 
Service Provider 
Hong Kong Telecom CSL 
Intemet Access Consultants Co. - also publish intemet guides and tutorials. 
Memet Access HK Limited - Offer you an innovative and economical Litemet Services. 
Memet Online 
Jitong Email & Liformation Services Ltd. 
Linkage Online - provides full range ofhigh quality Intemet services to businesses and 
individuals in South East Asia. 
NETfront Memet Services 
PowerNet Memet Group 
PPN-Paciflc Professional Network 
Super Citinet Co. Ltd. - specialize in commerial home page design. 
Techcom Ltd. - computer consulting & service company specializing in homepage design, 
networking, intemet and more. 
Unitech - providing remote access solutions. 
Vision Online 
VTech Litemationsl Network Services - computer systems, international network services, and 
VTNS for VTech computer users. 
Lidex - Hong Kong Providers 
Taiwan Sites 
Asia On-Line Taiwan - Litemet service provider with direct international connectivity to US, 
Europe, and to many other 
Asian countries. Local dial-up access throughout Taiwan. 
Avac Technologies - ISDN Intemet access. Licludes router, hub, ISDN, TA and NICs. 
China Source - Your Source for Doing Business with China - Chinese commodities for export, 
China news, international marriage agency, and a lot more ！ 
GlobalNet - Memet Access Provider in Taiwan. 
HiNet - Memet Access Provider from Taiwan 
Hualien ROC 
Overseas Connections, Taiwan - Intemet marketing, and WWW design, for internationally 
focused Taiwanese companies. Pristine Communications - Taiwan-based language consultant and intemet access provider 
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Flowers/Books 
Hong Kong Sites 
China Alliance Press - books stores online. 
Chinese Books CyberStore - on-line book-seller offering titles from publishing houses in China, 
Taiwan and Hong Kong. 
Long-Quan Bookstore - in BIG5 Chinese font. 
Medcom Limited - books from China, in Chinese and English. 
Millenium Cultural Enterprises - Mail-order Chinese books, music CDs, magazines from 
Taiwan, Hongkong 
China Industrial Company - manufacturer and exporter of cactus, artificial plants and fruits. 
Dranford Online - manufactures artifical flowers. 
Elegance Florist Everlite - Manufacturer and Exporter ofPolyester and artificial plants. 
Floral Valley - specialize in providing flower products and decoration for functions and 
weddings. 
Florence Florist - with on-line ordering services. 
Flower Collection - floral and gift delivery services. Place an order through intemet. 
Hong Kong Florist 
Hostwin Industries Ltd. - manufacturer & exporter of artificial flowers & screen printed foilages. 
Inflower - located in Hong Kong. Guarantee same day delivery ofEuropean style designs and 
unique arrangements for special occasions. J & G Trading Company - We supply artificial plants and over 1000 different products. We have detailed information, samples and a colorful catalogue. 
Kiwe Lidustrial Limited _ manufactures artificial flowers. 
Lotte Florist 
Ma Belle Flowers 
Rose For You, A - delivers fresh bouquets in Vancouver, BC, Canada, and Hong Kong. 
Sensation Galleria - specializes in French style bouquets. Will delivery anywhere in Hong Kong. 
Tiffany Concept Ltd. - custom made hamper and flower arrangements. 
Taiwan Sites 
Alongtape Co., Ltd. - manufacturer ofFlower Tape. 
Taiwan Net Flower 
China Economic News Service - publisher of trade journals focusing on Taiwan's export 
industries. 




China Eastem Airlines (2) 
China Southern Airlines - information about our international, regional, and domestic flight 
routes, and all our flight schedules and fare. 
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Hainan Airlines Company Limited - local airline serving China. 
Hong Kong Sites 
Jade Air - airline serving Chinese. 
Bangkok Royal Hotel 
Caritas Bianchi Lodge 
Charterhouse Hotel 
Chung Hing Hotel 
Conrad Litemational Hong Kong 
Holiday Irm Golden Mile 
Honeyville Canossian Retreat House - designed for silent contemplation, prayers and retreats for 
all God-searching people. Hotel Concourse - conveniently located in the city centre. 
Hotel New Harbour 
Hotel Nikko Hongkong 
Imperial Hotel (2) 
Metropole Hotel 
Nathan Hotel 
New World Hotels - with hotels located in major gateway cities ofthe Pacific Rim. 
Pearl garden Hotel - in the heart ofKowloon and adjacent to Jordan MTR station. 
Regent, The - located in a unique waterfront location in Kowloon's prime shopping, 
Renaissance Hotels Memational _ manages and franchises hotels throughout the world. 
Ritz-Carlton Hong Kong - nestled in the heart of the central business district; offering personal 
service and refined comfort. 
Sandiego Hotel Group 
Shamrock Hotel 
Shenzhen Bay Hotel - located in the Shenzhen Bay of the Overseas Chinese Town in the 
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone. 
South Pacific Hotel - see our oval architectural style and distinctive curtain wall exterior. 
Stanford Hotels Memational 
Taiwan Sites 
Cathay Pacific Airline - in Chinese Big 5. 
China Airlines (2) 
EVA Air - provides information about flight schedules, evergreen holidays, evergreen club-ffp, 
reservation services, and cargo services. 
Far Eastem Air Transport 
TransAsia Airways Corporation 
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APPENDK 5.2 
Section A: Company information 
1. How many employees are there in your company ？ Please 'X，the appropriate range. 
_ a. under 50 — b. 50 - 99 — c. 100 - 499 — d. 500 - 999 — e. over 1000 
2. How many of the employees are connected/have access to the intranet and internet ？  
3. Why do your start an internet web site ？ Please mark ,X, on the main reasons from the list, 
(choices are the result of an survey to the audience at Donohue Consulting, Inc.'s (DClQ Web World 
conference in Feb 1995 and those suggested in 'World Wide Web Marketing') 
a. To improve corporate image b. To improve public relation 
c. To improve investor relation Z Z Z ] d. To improve customer service 
e. To find new prospect by promotion f. To increase visibility 
] ] ^ g. To perform transaction h. To expand market 
i. To meet customer expectations j. To reduce cost 
k. To get up to speed before it was too late 1. To get customer feedback 
m. To improve internal communication 
Section B : Your Target Audience 
4. Do you have a Target Audience in mind for your web site ？ Please 'X' the appropriate 
answer. 
a. Yes b. No (skip all questions in section B) 
4.1 Are you targeting mainly at your existing customers ？ a. Yes 一 b. No _ c. N/A 
4.2 The age of the target audience. Please 'X' the appropriate range. 
a. under 10 — b. 11-15 一 c. 16- 20 _ d. 21- 25 
— e . 26 -30 ~ f. 31"40 ~ g. over 40 二 h. N/A 4.3 The gender. Please 'X' the appropriate answer. 
a. Female — b. Male — c. N/A 
4.4 Yearly Salary level. Please 'X，the appropriate range. 
— a . Less than US$ 10,000 — b. US$ 10,000 - 14,999 
~ c. US$ 15,000 -19,999 ~ d. US$ 20,000 - 24,999 
~ e. US$ 25,000-29,999 :f. US$ 30,000-39,999 
二 g. US$ 40,000 - 49,999 = h. US$ 50,000 - 74,999 
~ i. US$ 75,000 - 99,999 ~ j. US$ 100,000 - 199,999 
= k . US$ 200,000 or more ~ 1. N/A 
4.5 Education Level. Please 'X' the appropriate answer. 
a. Primary school b. Secondary school 一 c. Tertiary — d. Post Graduate 
= e . N/A — — 
30 Jim Steme, 'World Wide Web Marketing', John Wiley & Sons, Jnc. 1996. 
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4.6 Geographic Scope. Please 'X' the appropriate answer. 一 a. Global 一 b. Regional — c. Local — d. N/A 
e. Special location, please specify : 
l e c t i o n C: Your Web Site Promotion Strategy & Measurement Scheme 
5. Have your company promoted your internet web sites on the Cyberspace or other channel? 
Please 'X' the appropriate answer. 
___ a. Yes 一 b. No (go to Q.10) 
6. Do you have an objective when promoting the internet web sites ？ Please 'X' the appropriate 
answer. 
_ a. Yes 一 b. No (go to Q.8) 
7. How did you set your promotion objective in terms of the following ？ Please 'X, ALL 
appropriate answer. 
a. by number ofhits _ b. by impressions 
= c . by number ofvisitors _ d. by frequency 
— e . by Direct Sales on the Web Site ~ f. by total Sales performance 
一 g. counting no. of hits, impressions, visitors or frequency by Target audience only 
h. by others, please specify : 
_ i. non-quantifiable objective, please specify : 
8. Did your company use the following to promote your web site when it was launched ？ What 
was the % of overall web site promotion spending you spend on each strategy during the launching 
period ？ What is the perceived effectiveness ofthese strategies ？ Please fiU in the information in the 
following 3 columns accordingly.  
Y % of Perceived effectiveness 
/ spend (l=very effective; 
N -ing 5=very ineffective) 
no 
idea 1 2 3 4  
5 
a. Announcement in newsgroup  
b. Announcement by email  
c. Announcement on lists  
d. Announcement on What's New/news release sites  
e. Setting keywords for web spider  
f. Submitting page to search tools/directories ^  
g. Buying keywords for search tools  
h. Buying Links from others' sites  
i. Borrowing Links from others' sites  
j. Buying Ad space for your Banner/button Ad  
k. Borrowing Ad Space for your bannerA>utton ad  
1. Electronic Malls  
m. Press Release  
n. Including URL in display ad. or souvenir  
0. Providing free services on your web site  
p. traditional promotion  
q. others, please 
specify : L _ _ L _ _ _ L _ L _ J _ J _ _ 
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9. Do your company use the following to promote your web site now ？ What was the % of 
overall web site promotion spending you spend on each strategy last year ？ What is the perceived 
effectiveness of these strategies ？ Please fill in the information in the following 3 columns 
accordingly.  
Y % of Perceived effectiveness 
/ spend (l=very effective; 5=very 
N -ing ineffective) 
no 
idea 1 2 3 4  
5 
a. Promote your site in newsgroup  
b. Sending updates by email  
c. Promote your site in mailing lists  
d. Send updates to What's New/news release sites  
e. Setting keywords for web spider  
f. Submitting page to search tools/directories  
g. Buying keywords for search tools  
h. Buying Links from others' sites  
i. Borrowing Links from others' sites  
j. Buying Ad space for your BannerA)utton Ad  
k. Borrowing Ad Space for your banner/button ad  
I. Electronic Malls  
m. Press Release  
n. Including URL in display ad. or souvenir  
0. Providing free services on your web site  
p. Publishing e-mail newsletter  
q. Customer database  
r. traditional promotion |  
s. others, please specify : L _ J _ _ J _ _ J _ _ L _ J - - -
10.1 How did you arrived at your above promotion strategy ？ Please 'X' the appropriate answer. If 
you choose a. or b., or if you enter some agencies services in option d., please answer question 10.2. 
a. Ad Agencies b. Network Agencies 一 c. In-House 
d. others, please specify : 
10.2 How did your agencies charge you ？ 
a. cost per click b. cost per lead/sale — c. cost per thousand 
d. others, please specify : 
II. Do your company use the following tools to track the web site traffic ？ Please 'X' on ALL the 
tools you've used. 
a. Hits Report 
b. Sales performance report (direct sales on the web site) 
c. Sales performance report (total sales)  
d. Ad agency's measurement 
e. Audit company's measurement 
f. Membership and password settings 
g. Questionnaire 
h. Cookies 
I. Others, please specify « 
番 
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12. What are the measurement you have made using the tools mentioned in Question 11 ？ Please 
'X' ALL appropriate option. 
a. no. of hits b. no. ofimpressions 
c. no. ofvisitors ~ d. visiting frequency 
e. direct sales on web site ^ ^ f. total sales performance 
g. counting by target audience h. others : . 
13. Overall, do you fmd your web promotion strategy effective ？ Please 'X' the appropriate option. 
No 
Idea 1 2 3 4 5 






7.a ^^Number of hits The number of times each page or element in a page is 
retrieved. 
7.b ^^Impressions The total number of times a page/an ad is displayed. Impressions are 
not the same as hits. Since a single complicated page on a Web site could consist offive or more 
individual elements, including graphics and text, one viewer calling up that page would register 
multiple hits butjust a single impression. 
7.c Number of visitors It measures the number of distinct persons calling up a page. On the 
cyberspace, it is difficult to identify a visitor because page loading from a same browsing machine 
may be requested by different persons. Here, we consider measuring number ofdistinct machines 
calling up a page as an number ofvisitors' measurement too. 
7.d Frequency The total number of times a page is called up by a visitor/browsing 
machine. 
7.e Sales on the web site The sales generated by your web site, if your site sell your products 
online. 
7.f Total sales performance It is an indirect objective. It measure the overall sales performance of 
your product(s) which may be an indicator on the effectiveness ofyour promotion on the web site. 
7.g by Target Audience It means that your objective is to have certain level of hits, impressions 
etc. made by your target audience. 
8.e Setting keywords Web spider such as 'Web Crawler' search web sites regularly for 
keywords to facilitate the web surfer's search in their sites. You can set keywords around your 
web page for them to take away. 
8.f Submitting keywords Instead of setting keywords and waiting for web spider, you can submit 
your keywords to different search engine sites to facilitate the web surfer's search in these sites. 
8.g Buying keywords/^^Keyword ads. Featured primarily on Web search engine sites, such 
as Yahoo!, advertisers can link a specific ad to text or subject matter that an information seeker 
may enter. 
8.h Buying links Pay other sites to put your web site address on their page. 
8 .i Borrowing links Free of charge services provided by other sites to put your web site 
address on their page. Ofcourse, you may need to do something, such as putting the address ofthe 
others to your sites too. 
8.j ^^Banner Ads. Small, usually rectangular graphics that appear on most consumer Web 
31 Business week, October 6, 1997. Page 51. 
32 Business week, October 6, 1997. Page 51. 
33 Business week, October 6，1997. Page 51. 
34 Business week, October 6，1997. Page 50. 
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sites. 
^^Button Ads. These are small, squarish ads that are usually at the bottom of a Web 
page and contain only a corporate name or brand. 
Buy ad. space Pay other sites to put your ads on their page. 
8.k Borrowing ad. space Free of charge services provided by other sites to put your ads on their 
page. Of course, you may need to do something in retum such as putting the ads ofthe others to 
your sites too. It is called the 'Linkexchange' services. 
8.1 Electronic Malls These malls are sites set up that house many different businesses in one 
location enabling the user a one stop shopping site. 
8.m Press Release You can send out press releases to Memet news sites to promote your 
Web Sites. 
9.0 Customer Database Customer database is a data bank where you store the information of 
your customers, such as their demographics details, consumer behaviour, web surfmg behaviour 
or values to your company. Such information can be used to design your promotion campaigns, 
design your web pages, and to help you to target the right group ofpeople to deliver your 
campaigns. 
10.1 .b Network Agencies Network Agencies work a bit differently from ad. agencies. Rather than 
handling your campaign and Web site development from beginning to end, the networks represent 
a select group ofWeb sites and are usually the exclusive representative for them. They will help 
you fmd the right mix ofWeb sites for your target audience, but only from among the sites they 
represent. • 
10.2.a 36cost per click(CPC) The ad rate charged only if the surfer responds to a displayed ad. 
10.2.b 37cost per lead/sale The rate charged to advertisers only if the viewer responds with 
personal information such as E-mail address or hobbies. The information must provide either a 
sales lead or product sale to obtain the fee. 
10.2.c 38cost per thousand (CPM) The ad rate Web sites charge for displaying a particular ad one 
thousand times, or impressions. 
11.1 Hits Report Report showing the number of hits for each files on your Web sites. This is 
usually provided by your ISP. 
11.2 Sales performance report(total sales) This is your company report on overall sales statistics 
for your product(s). When comparing this report of different time period, you may infer the 
performance ofyour web site in promoting the product(s). 
11.3 Sales performance report CWeb site) This is your sales tracking report on order coming in 
35 Business week, October 6，1997. Page 50. 
36 Business week, October 6，1997. Page 50. 
37 Business week, October 6, 1997. Page 50. 
38 Business week, October 6, 1997. Page 51. 
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through your Web site. 
11.4 Ad Agencies measurement Services provided by ad. agencies to track the traffic. 
11.5 Audit company measurement Services provided by auditors to track the traffic. 
11.6 Membership and password Setting membership relationship with the Web surfer and get 
their personal information so as to track their surfmg pattem more correctly. 
11.7 Questionnaire to visitors Asking for more information when visitors visit some 
particular pages so as to track their surfmg pattem more correctly. 
11.8 ^^Cookies Mbrmation from a site that gets stored on a viewer's Web browser to help 
identify that particular person - or at least that particular browser - the next time it visits. Cookies 
can help determine traffic to Web sites by keeping track ofhow often a particular surfer retums -
information that advertisers covet. 
Thank You ！ 
Please cross here — if you want to receive a copy of our findings. 
, -The End -
^^  Business week, October 6，1997. Page 50. 
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APPENDIX 5.3 
WEB SITE PROMOTION TOOLS USED IN STAGE ONE 
Promotion tools Companies Total 
Announcement in The Florist, The Media, The TV 3 
Newsgroup  
Announcement by E- The Florist, The Bookstore, The Media, The Hotel 4 
Mail  
Announcement on The Bookstore 1 
Lists  
Announcement on The Florist, The Hotel, The Media, The TV 4 
What's New/News 
release sites  
Setting Keywords for~~The Florist, The Hotel, The Media, The ISP, The T V ~ 5 
web Spider  
Submitting page to The Florist, The Airline, The Hotel, The Media, The 6 
search ‘ Org, The TV 
tools/directories  
Buying keywordsfor Nil 0 
search tools  
Buying Links from Nil 0 
other sites    
Borrowing Links The Florist, The Hotel, The Media, The TV 4 
from other sites  
Buying Ad space f o r “ The Media, The ISP 2 
Banner Ads  
Borrowing Ad space The Hotel, The Media 2 
for Banner Ads  
Electronic Mall The Bookstore 1  
Press Release The Airline, The Hotel, The Media, The Org 4  
bicluding URL in The Media~~"~"~ ~~" 1 
display ads or 
souvenir  
Providing Free The Hotel ~~~‘ 1 
services on web site  
"Traditional promotion The Bookstore, The Media, The TV 3 
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APPENDIX 5.4 
WEB SITE PROMOTION TOOLS USED IN STAGE TWO 
Promotion tools Companies Total 
Announcement in The Florist, The ISP, The Media 3 
Newsgroup  
Announcement by E- t h e Florist, The Bookstore, The Hotel, The Media, The 5 
Mail TY  
Announcement on The Florist, The Hotel, The TV 3 
Lists  
Announcement on The Media 1 
What's New/News 
release sites  
Setting Keywords for The Hotel, The Media, The TV 3 
web Spider  
Submittingpage to~~" The Airline, The Hotel, The ISP, The Media, The Org 7 
search 
tools/directories  
Buying keywords for ,The Media 1 
search tools  
Buying Links from The Bookstore, The Hotel, The Media 3 
other sites ；  
Borrowing Links The Bookstore, The Hotel, The Media 3 
from other sites  
Buying Ad space for The Bookstore, The ISP 2 
Banner Ads  
Borrowing Ad space~ The Bookstore, The Media 2 
for Banner Ads  
Electronic Mall _ The Bookstore \  
Press Release The Hotel, The Media, The Org \  
IncludingURLin The Media, The TV 2 
display ads or 
souvenir  
Providing Free The Hotel, The TV 2 
services on web site  
Publishing E-Mail The Hotel ‘ 1 
Newsletter  
Customer Database The Bookstore, The Florist, The Media 3  
Traditional promotion The Bookstore, The Media, The TV 3 
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APPENDIX 5.5 
TARGET AUDIENCE OF THE COMPANIES 
Company Target Existing Age Gender Yearly Education Geo. 
customer Salary Level Scope 
1 ¾ W s ~ ~ 1 ^ 31-40~~~1 / / global 
Bookstore  
l ^ F l o r i s t Yes No 21-25 male / Teritary global 
' j ^ Y ^ N^ over 40"""^male <US$ Tertiary regional 
Airline H ^  
The Hotel "Yes No 26-30 / / Tertiary global 
The TV No — 丨 
The ISP ^ No 21 to 25 / US$ Tertiary local 15,000-19,999 
The Media Yes No sTto 1 1 / global 
over 40  
The Org""" Yes ^ s 31 to7o" male / ~ Tertiary local 
' ^ ^ ^ J ^ _ _ J ^ Yes / 丁 / Tertiary regional 
The Wing — No 丨   
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APPENDIX 5.6 
EFFECTIVENESS OF WEB SITE PROMOTION TOOLS 
The following tables summarises the product nature, the scope oftarget ofthe companies' 
web sites, the promotion tools the companies used and their perceived effectiveness. The 
last column provided the criteria for the tools to be effective according to our model. 
The Airline 
Memet coverage Stage Tools perceived criteria for effective result 
Search oftarget company has effectiveness 
favorability used  
Favor Narrow 1 Search tools, v. effective, on Direct information 
intemet seekers or Buyers 
search Press release v. effective not on Direct information seekers or Buyers  
favor Narrow 2 search tools~" v. effective on Direct information 
internet ‘ seekers orBuyers 
search _ _ |  
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TheTV 
Memet coverage Stage Tools perceived criteria for effective result 
Search oftarget companyhas effectiveness 
favorability used • 
Favor Wide 1 newsgroup“ v. effective not on Direct information 
internet seekers and with narrow 
search coverage 
what’ s new effective not on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
keywords v. effective on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
search tools v. effective on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
borrow links v. effective use product-related sites 
traditional v. effective / 
favor wIde 2 email effective use with customer database 
intemet lists v. effective use with customer database 
search keywords effective on Direct information 
seekers or Buyers 
buying links average use on related-sites 
URL on ads effective / 
‘ free services v. effective on bargain hunters traditional v. effective / 
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The Hotel 
Memet coverage Stage Tools perceived criteria for effective result 
Search of target company effectiveness 
favorability has used  
favor Medium""~1 email ineffective~~ use with customer database 
intemet what's new ineffective not on Direct information 
search seekers or buyers 
keywords, average on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
search tools average on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
borrow average use product-related and 
links selective sites 
borrow ad average use product-related and 
space selective sites 
Press ineffective not on Direct information 
release seekers or buyers 
Free ineffective on bargain hunters 
services  
favor Medium^"2 email ineffective~~" use with customer database 
intemet ‘ lists average use with customer database 
search keywords average on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
search tools ineffective on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
borrow ineffective use product-related and 
links selective sites 
press ineffective not on Direct information 
release seekers or buyers 
free service ineffective on bargain hunters 
newsletter ineffective use with customer database 
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The Florist 
Memet coverage Stage Tools perceived criteria for effective r e s u l t “ 
Search oftarget company effectiveness 
favorability has used  
not favor Medium~~1 newsgroup effective narrow coverage 
intemet email ineffective use with customer database 
search, what's new average not on Direct information 
^^ggg seekers or buyers 
information keywords average on Direct information 
of flowers seekers or buyers 
provided search tools effective on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
borrow average effective if selective sites 
links  
not favor Medium~~2 newsgroup effective narrow coverage 
intemet email effective use with customer database 
search, lists ineffective use with customer database 
unless， customer effective get knowledge on customer 
information . database 
of flowers 
is provided  
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The Bookstore 
Intemet coverage Stage Tools perceived criteria for effective result 
Search oftarget company effectiveness 
favorability has used  
not favor Medium"""1 email, ineffective~~ use with customer database 
intemet electronic average on Direct buyers 





not favor Medium ^ email ineffective use with customer database 
search, buying links average on product-related sites 
uniess' borrow average on product-related sites 
information links ofbooks is buying ad average on product-related sites 
provided space 
borrow ad average on product-related sites 
• space 
Electronic average on Direct buyers 
mall 
Customer average get knowledge on customer 
database 
traditional average / 
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The Media 
M e m e t coverage Stage Tools perceived criteria for effective result 
Search oftarget company has effectiveness 
favorability used  
l k w Medium"~~1 newsgroups~~ average not on Direct information 
intemet seekers or Buyers 
search email average use with customer database 
lists average use with customer database 
what，s new effective not on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
keywords effective on Direct information seekers 
or buyers 
search tools effective on Direct information seekers 
or buyers 
borrow links v. effective use product-related and 
selective sites 
buying ad v. effective use product-related and 
space selective sites 
borrow ad v. effective use product-related and 
space selective sites 
press release effective not on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
• URL on ads average / 
traditional average 丨  
1 ^ Medium""""2 newsgroup““ average not on Direct information 
intemet seekersorBuyers 
search email average use with customer database 
what'snew effective not on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
keywords effective on Direct information seekers 
or buyers 
search tools effective on Direct information seekers 
or buyers 
buying v. effective on Direct information seekers 
keywords or buyers 
buying links v. effective use product-related and 
selective sites 
borrow links v. effective use product-related and 
selective sites 
borrow ad v. effective use product-related and 
space selective sites 
press release effective not on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
URL on ads average / 
Customer ineffective get knowledge of customer 
database traditional average [j_  
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The Org 
Intemet coverage Stage Tools perce ived~" criteria for effective r e s u l t ~ 
Search oftarget company effectiveness 
favorability has used  
1 ^ Narrow~"~1 search tools average on Direct information 
intemet seekersorbuyers 
search press release average not on Direct information seekers or buyers  
1 ^ Narrow~"2 search tools~~average onDirect information 
intemet seekersorbuyers 
search press release average not on Direct information 




Memet coverage Stage Tools perceived criteria for effective result 
Search of target company effectiveness 
favorability has used  
favor Medium 1 newsgroup effective not on Direct information 
internet seekers or buyers 
search keywords ineffective on Directinformation 
seekers or buyers effective 
buying ad effective use product-related and 
space selective sites  
favor Medium 2 newsgroup effective not on Direct information 
internet seekers or buyers 
search search tools ineffective on Direct information 
seekers or buyers 
buying ad v. effective use product-related and 
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